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ANTA FE
VOL. 42.

SANTA FE, N. M., SATURDAY. OCTOBEK 21, 1905.

ADVENTURERS
ON THECANAL
President Roosevelt Talks of the
Great Enterprise and Its
Detractors
AN

EFFICIENT

ME XICAN

NAVY

Is Necessary to Take Care of
the In
terests of the United States and
Other Countries on the Isthmus.

Jessup, Ga Oct. 21. President
Roosevelt will spend today and Sunday in Florida. Jacksonville is the
objective point today, his train being
scheduled to arrive there at 10:30.
From that hour until 4:30 the moments are crowded with ceremony and
entertainment. St. Augustine, where
the President will spend
Sunday, will
be reached at 6 o'clock tonight.
President Roosevelt's Speech at Jacksonville.
Jacksonville,
Fla., Oct. 21. The
President's party arrived at 10:30
o'clock this morning. After the parade President Roosevelt was taken to
the Seminole Club in the principal
square of the city where he spoke to
thousands of cheering people. He

said:

Here in Florida, the first of the
Gulf states which I have visited upon
this trip, I wish to say a special word
about the Panama Canal. I believe
that the canal will be of great benefit
to all our people, but most of all to
the states of the South Atlantic, the
Gulf and the Pacific slope. When completed the canal will stand as a monument to this nation; for it will be

the greatest engineering feat ever yet

The climate was supposed to be deadly, and yellow fever, in especial, was
supposed to be epidemic. Yet since
we have assumed control
there has
been tar less yellow fever than in our
own country.
The administration is
steadily becoming better and more effective, from the hygienic as well as
from every other, standpoint. The
work of building the canal is a great
American work, in which the whole
American people are interested. It
has nothing to do with parries or partisanship, and is being carried on
with absolute disregard to all merely
political considerations; with regard
only to efficiency, honesty, and economy.
An Efficient Navy is Necessary.
The digging of the canal will, of
course, greatly increase our interest"
In the Carribean Sea. It will be our
duty to police the canal, both in the
interest of other nations rnd in our
own interest. To do this it is, of
course, indispensable to have an efficient navy (and I am happy to say
that we are well on our way toward
having one), and also to possess, as we
certain
already
possess,
strategic
points to control the approach to the
canal. In addition it is urgently
that the insular and continental
countries within or bordering
upon
the Carribean Sea should be able to
secure fair dealing and orderly liberty within their own borders. I need
not say that the United States not
only has no purpose of aggression upon any republic, continental or insu
lar, to the south of us, but has the
friendliest feeling toward them, and
desires nothing save their progress and
We do not wish another
prosperity.
foot of territory; and I think our conduct toward Cuba is a guaranty that
this is our genuine attitude toward
all our sister republics. If ever we
should have to interfere in the affairs
of any of our neighbors it would only
be when we found it impossible longer to refrain from doing so without
serious damage following; and even in
such case it would only be with the
sincere and effective purpose to make
our interference beneficial to the
Of course, occu
peoples concerned.
pying the position we do, occasions
may now and then arise when we cannot refrain from such interference,
some
save under penalty of seeing
other strong nation undertake the
duty which we neglect; and such ne
glect would be unfortunate from more
than one standpoint. Wherever possi
ble we should gladly give any aid we
can to a weaker sister republic which
is
deavoring to achieve stability and
prosperity. It is an ungenerous thing
for us to refuse such aid; and it is
foolish not to give it in a way that
will make it really effective, and
therefore of direct benefit to the people concerned and of indirect benefit
to us, simply because it is a benefit to
them. In the last resort, and only in
the last resort, it may occasionally be
necessary to interfere by exercising
what is virtually an international police power, if only to avoid seeing
some European power forced to exercise it. In short, while we must inter
fere always cautiously, and never wan
tonly; yet, on rare occasions, where
the need is great, it may be necessary
to interfere, unless we are willing to
confess ourselves too feeble for the
task we have undertaken, and to avow
that we are willing to surrender it in
to stronger hands; and such confes
sion and avowal I know my countrymen too well to believe that they
will ever make.
ecessary

accomplished in the world. It will be
a good thing for the world as a
whole, and for the people of the Isthmus and of the northern portions of
South America in particular. Because
of our especial interest in it, and because of the position we occupy on
this hemisphere, it is a matter of
special pride to us that our nation, the
American nation, should have undertaken the performance of this world
duty. A body of the most eminent engineers in the world, bota Americans
and foreigners, has been summoned
to advise as to the exact type of canal
which should be built. At no distant
date I hope to be able to announce
what their advice is, and also the action taken upon their advice. Meanwhile the work is already well under
way, and has advanced sufficiently far
to enable me to announce wuh certainty that it can surely be accomplished,
and probably at rather less expense
than was anticipated. But upon the
last point, as well as upon the question
of time, no positive statement can be
made until the report of the commission of engineers as to the exact type
of canal has been received. The work
is as difficult as it is important; and
it is of course inevitable that from
time to time difficulties will occur
and checks be encountered. Whenever such is the case the men of little faith at home will lose that little
faith, and the critics who confound
hysteria with emphasis will act after
their kind. But our people as a
whole possess not only faith, but resolution, and are of too virile fiber to be MRS. ROOSEVELT RETURNS
TO WASHINGTON TODAY.
swept one way or the other by mere
No check that may
sensationalism.
come will be of more than trivial and
Washington. Oct. 21. Mrs. Roose
passing consequence, will inflict any velt arrived in Washington today from
permanent damage, or cause any seri- Atlanta. She made the southern trip
ous delay. The work can te done, is with President Roosevelt to that city
being done, and will be done. What and greatly enjoyed her trip.
has already been accomplished is a
guaranty as to the future.
CUNUFFE IN THE SWEAT BOX.
Many Mere Adventurers.
undertaken
is
When any such work
there are always many mere adven-turrer- s Pinkertons Subject Robber of $101,000
to Long and Rigid Examination
who flock to where it is going
at Pittsburg.
are
who
men
think
they
and
many
on,
adventurers, but who are in reality
Pittsburg, Oct. 21. Edward C. Cun-liffeither weak or timid, follow in their
who committed the $101,000 theft
will
footsteps, some of the first class
the Adams Express Company
from
one
in
cause
trouble
then
now and
was taken to the local office of
here,
will
way or another. But every care
the
Pinkerton
Agency and put through
on
misdeed
detect
to
any
be taken
their part and to punish them as soon the sweating process until 4:20 o'clock
as the misdeed is detected. As for this morning. Whether or not he told
the second class they will cause where the remaining money is, could
trouble chiefly by losing heart, return- not be learned. Cunliffe told the re
that the Pinkertons put him
ing home, or writing home, and raising porters a
terrible racking, lasting
through
that
and
a cry that they are not happy
seen
the conditions of life are not easy, or eight hours. When out. in jail today
was
tired
he
said
he
as
done
that the work is not being
they think it ought to ue done.- Now
these men stand just as the stragglers BRITISH EMPIRE IS CELEBRATING.
and laggards stand who are ever to
be found in the rear of even a victori- Today is the Century Anniversary of
ous army. The veterans of the Civil
Nelson's Victory Over Fleets of
War who are here present will tell
France and Spain.
you that the very rear of an army,
even when it is victorious, is apt to
London, Oct. 21. In every part of
look and behave as if the victory were the British empire today and wher
defeat. And just the same thing is ever the British man of war floats,
true in any great enterprise in civil the one hundredth anniversary of Nellife; there are always weaklings who son's victory over the combined fleets
)'
get trampled down or lose heart, and of France and Spain, off Cape Trafalthere are always people who listen to gar, is being celebrated. Nelson's coltheir complaints. They amount to umn in this city was profusely decornothing one way or the other, so far ated and its base piled high with flowas achieving results is concerned; and ers.
their complaints and outcries need
never detain us.
NO CHANGE IN JERRY
SIMPSON'S CONDITION TODAY.
Building of the Isthmus Canal Carried
on With Disregard to Political
Consideration.
Wichita, Kas., Oct. 21.
I call your attention specifically to
Jerry Simpson's condition
the matter of health on the Isthmus. shows no change this morning.
-

ATENCIO DIES OF INJURIES.

NO STATEHOOD FOUNDING OF

TAOSRJEBLO

FOR ARIZONA
Congressman

Tawney

Says no Related

J. Crandall From
the Story as Told by the
Indians

Action Will Be Taken In

Next Congress

by C.

CONDITIONS NOT RiPE EAGLE
For

Admission

of Either of Two Ter

ritories, Singly or

Join t

ly---

i

Op-

OF MONTEZUMA

Discloses to
Coming ef a

pose Any Such Action.

the Cacique,
Pestilence and Guides

Bah-tah-h-

the People

ti

New Home.

Kansas

In the Indian School Journal for
September, published at the Chilocco
Indian School at Chilocco, Indian Territory, Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall, of the U. S. Indian Training
School of this city, has uu article up
on the history of the founding of the
l ueblo ot Taos, Taos Couuty. which is
herewith published:
Early tradition informs us that the
Pueblos of Taos once lived to the
northwest of the present pueblo. That
long ago, before the advent of the
white man, an epidemic or pestilence
broke out among them, which carried
off more than one-hal- f
their number.
The site of this old pueblo is not now
known, and can only be conjectured,
but from the best information and the
Indian traditions, it would seem to
have been in northwestern New Mexico
or southern Colorado or Utah. Among
those that fell a prey to this deadly
pestilence was the cacique. The election of a successor to the cacique be
came an important factor in the pueblo
affairs, as without a cacique, the pueb
lo could not hope to exist as a unit,
and would soon become extinct, or
merged into some other pueblo. The
pueblos at this early date had not
become mergers,
only by necessity,
and it was unanimously decided to
elect a cacique by a vote of the coun
cil, composed of the living principals. Many juntas had been held
in the 'estufa, but without results. The
cacique's immediate family had all
'",
territories.
died of the plague and it was found
"I can assure you that no move will
to elect his successor from
necessary
be made towards statehood for Ari
Che council or common people.
Such
zona in any form whatever at the
a
had never occurred in the his
thing
approaching session of Congress. TI)?it
tory of the pueblo, and it is not
has been decided upon,"
strange that the council should differ
City, Mo., Oct. 21. ConA. Tawney, of Minnesota,
who passed through Kansas City last
night en route east at the head of a
Congressional party that has been
studying the statehood question in
the west, is quoted as saying:
"Conditions are not yet ripe for the
admission of either Arizona or New
Mexico, or both of these territories
together. I believe that the wisest
move for those two territories at this
time, would be to cease agitating the
statehood question. These territories
are not yet ready for it and there is
no use talking about it. There is nothing wrong with the people or the natural conditions 'of New Mexico or Arizona. Both are enjoying great progress. And it is for this reason that
l expect to oppose with all my pow
er their admission now. I believe that
the federal government is giving them
Further
justice in every particular.
admissions to statehood would unset
tle conditions there. Capital is not
going in there while the political conditions are in a transitory state and
what the country needs out there is
settled conditions, for a few years at
least. How many years, I would not
venture to predict, though within the
next five years, unless something unforeseen happens, both territories will
make monstrous
strides.
Another
thing I am impressed with, is the utter impracticability of making a sin
gle commonwealth of these two, large

gressman J.

Received in the Denver & Rio Grande
Accident Yesterday Morning.
Wreckage Cleared.
The wreck on the Denver & Rio
Grande Railroad which occurred yesterday afternoon at Caliente, half way
between Servilleta and Barranca, occurred on a short curve, as the train
from Autouito, Colorado, to Santa
Fe was running at the rate of twenty
miles an hour. The locomotive, two
freight cars and the mail car had
rounded the curve when a piece two
feet long, broke out of a iail throwing the front 'trucks of the first passenger car from the track. The last car
also left the track, both cars tiltiug
over. H. A. Wagner, of Tulsa, Indian
Territory, who was killed, had been
standing on the rear platform of the
first car and either jumped or was
thrown off, the second car falling on
top of him, the trucks pinning him
down so that his body could not be
extricated until the wrecking crane
from Alamosa, lifted, the trucks late
last evening. His skull was fractured
and his chest crushed, dea'.h having
resulted instantaneously. He had not
been missed at first and it was only
some time after the accident that Mail
Clerk Ira Seffens, in helping to check
over the fifteen passengers on the
train, observed a valise and overcoat
in the car which seemed to
belong to
no passenger. A search resulted
in
Seffens discovering Wagner under the
wreckage. Manuel Atoncio, who had
his right leg cut off near tho hi), was
standing on the front platform of the
first passenger car and when the car
commenced to tilt tried to jump to the
rear platform of the mail and express
car. He slipped and his leg was
caught between. the step of the car
and a tie, being ground so that it hung
by only a few shreds. The limb was
so badly crushed that there was but
slight bleeding. Fortunately, there
was a physician on the train who bandaged the gaping wound.
Atencio
was brought to St. Vincent's Hospital
last evening, the train arriving shortly after 8 o'clock. The train from
Santa Fe also brought a physician
from Espanola, who did all in his power for the comfort of the injured man,
who was conscious until he arrived
here last evening. One woman had
her shoulder badly wrenched and several other passengers were bruised
but it is a wonder that any of the
passengers escaped with their lives.
The train to Antonito was delayed until late last night by the wreckage.
One of its passenger coaches was at
tached to the train for Santa Fe for
the accommodation of the down pas

NO. 209.

INFORMATION

WITHHELD
Directors of Enterprise Bank
Refuse to Tell of Action
Taken at Meeting

HAS FULL CONFIDENCE
Col. W. S. Hopewell Believes in Future
of the Santa Fe Central and

Pennsylvania

Development

Co.

Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 21. Apparently
the directors of the Enterprise National Bank of Alleghany are today as
much in the dark regarding the bank's
financial condition as they were when
the doors were closed Wednesday last.
The conference of the directors and
tneir counsel last night did not adjourn
until after midnight. Information as
to the question under consideration
was refused but it is known that the
advisability of taking action, either
criminal or civil, was discussed and
also the methods to be pursued in holding the estate of Cashier Clarke liable
for any shortage that may be disco
vered. Negotiations
are now under
way for the sale of the Santa Fe Central Railway by its Pittsburg owners.
It is said that several offers have been
made for the property and that at least
two or three railroads, which now have
connection with it are among the negotiators. These roads are the nenver
& Rio Grande, the Rock
Island, and
the Santa Fe proper.
Bank Failure Does Not Touch New
Mexico

Interests.

In an interview at Albuquerque yes
terday Hon. W. S. Hopewell, general
manager of the New Mexico Fuel and
Iron Company, states that his confi
dence in the New Mexico enterprises
ot the Pennsylvania Development
Company, is not shaken by the failure
of the Enterprise National Bank.
Among other things, Mr. Hopewell
said:
"At the time I was in Pittsburg last
August the Santa Fe Central railway
company owed, I am positive, nothing
at all besides its own bonded indebt
edness. If the company has anv other
indebtedness at present I know nothing
A
tciii-.'to
make the selection.
njJ
NEW YORK WANTS GOVERNOR FOLK
of it I do not believe that It haa '
hive of bees cannot long exist without
"The Pennsylvania Development
its queen, and an Indian, pueblo could
To Make an Address in the Empire no
company, the Santa Fe Central Railmore continue its form of govern
State in Favor of Jerome's Candiway company, and the New Mexico
sengers.
ment without its cacique.
Fuel & Iron company owe practically
to
dacy and Good Government.
after
taken
the
Atencio,
being
One day, as the council composed of
sank rapidly and died at 9:30 no money in New Mexico, not toceed
hospital
B. the principalies entered the under o clock. Charles Wagner, undertaker
New York, Oct. 21 William
$40,000. WThat litth they do owe is
Hornblower has signed and sent the ground estufa, a boy known as Bah- was called and embalmed the body. more than protected by
ample securitah-ko- ,
a lad of about twelve years of The remains were sent to the
following call to Governor Folk:
dead ties, and the companies have property
a
as
in
the
pueblo
"I understand that the citizens of age, and known
man's former home at Santa Cruz on enough in the Territory to pay all their
New York, without regard to party, sort of Simple Simon, entered also, this morning's Denver & Rio Grande New Mexico debts
thirty times over.
invite and urge you, for the sake of tho' the rule of the pueblo prohibited train.
"The Santa Fe Central Railway is at
good government, and in order to any troni entering tnis sacred cnamFe present earning more than Its expen
H. A. Wagner was, in Santa
keep in office a fearless and faithful ber on important occasions like this Wednesday afternoon and left the ses for operating and maintenance. It
servant, to come here and under no less a penalty than death. next morning for Servilleta. He board has just reached the .stage where it
public
He took his seat in the council as tho' ed the train which was wrecked yes- can
for
Jerome."
speak
pay its fixed charges. The fact
he had a perfect right, and seemed to
morning at Servilleta to go to that the Central can make this showterday
consider himself one of the council.
Barranca a few miles south, and in ing without the completion of the
JURY FAILED TO AGREE.
the short space of time between Ser- branches to Albuquerque and the Ha- History of
well
was
historv
of
villeta and the scene of the disaster gan coal fields demonstrates pretty
The
Mrs. Helen Schmidlap, Charged With
known to all in the pueblo. His mo met his death. It was reported in the clearly that the road Is a valuable
Murder of Her Husband, Will
when a maiden of per- city today that he was connected with property. When the extension to this
ther,
Have New Trial.
haps sixteen summers, was sent one the department of the interior, as city and the branch to the rich Hagan
of coal mines are
but no confirmation
completed, there is not
Denver, Oct. 21. The jury in the day to the pinon forest ito gather herbs special agent,
the slightest doubt that the railway
case of Mrs. Helen Schmidlap, charged to be used in dyeing feather robes". this could be secured.
The track torn up by the smashup will
with the murder of her husband, failed After her task was finished she beca
easily more than pay its , fixed
are runto reach an agreement and was dis me weary and sat under a pinon tree has been repaired and trains
charges.
as usual. The northbound train
The closing of the Enterprise Na
charged this morning, after consider to rest, where she fell asleep. When ning
the
left
city this morning at 11:30 and tional Bank of Allegheny will have, I
with
filledwas
awoke
she
her
lap
ing the case since Thursday afternoon.
in tty
The vote was said to stand eight for pinon nuts and they were all about her the southbound train arrived
think, no effect on the completion of
6 o'clock this afternoon.
at
city
the Albuquerque Eastern. The road is
acquittal and four for murder in the on the ground. In the course of time
Wreck in Otero County.
to be pushed through just as soon as
first degree. A new trial has been set she gave birth to a son, who was cal
Alamogordo, N. M., Oct. 21 Freight possible. I am going east in a few
for the 15th of next month.
He was always a
led
33, which left Alamogordo days and with Messrs. Torrance, Kenstrange child from his infancy, and train No. El
Paso & Southwestern
on the
no
as
he
had
nedy and Andrews, will take up the
IN
SCHENECTADY grew up uninstructed,
NOTHING KNOWN
12:25
at
southbound, blew out negotiations with New York capital
Friday,
father. He war shunned by other
near Escondida, Otero ists exactly where they were at the
and out a crownsheet
Of William Diedoan, or Didican, Who children, had no playmates,
while
County,
running at a speed of time of the suicide of Mr. Clark and
had no
side of his mother,
Died of Starvation Near White
25 miles an hour.
about
the closing of the bank. I believe the
he
friends in, the pueblo. He often, as
Oaks, New Mexico.
The engine turned over on its side whole project is to be carried through
fo
would
the
wander
into
grew older,
and four coke cars piled about it
Just as originally outlined.
Schenectady, N. Y., Oct. 21 Noth- rest where he would remain whole
The wrecker was sent out together
"The gentlemen interested in the
'to
had
been
He
of
heard
William Diedoan, days.
talki'ng
ing is known here
with a coach containing Doctors Kirk- - Santa Fe Central are putting their
or Didican, prospector, who died of himself in a strange language; he had
Miller and Van Arsdell. The
into the road in good faith,
starvation on the plains of New Mexi been seen with wild animals and birds patrick,
in Alamogordo about 8 money
arrived
train
and it is not political money. Torco, west of White Oaks, according to which seemed to like rather than, fear
o'clock with the wounded on board
rance, Kennedy and Clark have ala dispatch from Santa Fe. No family him. It was said that he had often
Bridegford is the worst injured and ways had the reputation of being
or person of his name has resided been seen in company with a large
will probably die. Lonergan was bur
most upright men in Pennhere for years.
silver tip bear, and had bee: heard ied under a mass of coke and timbers among the
Mr. Torrance is1 chairman
sylvania.
conversing with this common enomy. and iron, but some hope is expressed of the state board of charides, but is
These and many other stories Avere fnr him. A Mexican coal passer was not
ONLY ONE DEATH YESTERDAY.
a politician in any sense of the
He had escaped badlv injured and may die.
told of
word. He gives more for charities
tho
Predicted Cold Weather Strikes Louis' the plague, in fact had not been ill,
The head brakeman was badly probably than any other private citi
all the others had been at death's bruised, but will recover.
iana and Acts as Check on Spread
zen of the state of Pennsylvania.
had with others been
door.
of Yellow Fever.
"Senator Kennedy is now a resident
gathered to the happy try sting ground
BROWN UNDER ARREST,
New York state and has no politic
of
DR.
New Orleans, La., Oct. 21 The pre where the Navaho could riot enter, and
al
interests in Pennsylvania. He
condieted cold weather struck Louisiana where the corn is supposed
to
MinNorth
Platte
of
no part in state politics and his
takes
Copper
Secretary
last night, sending the temperature tinually ripen.
Held for
are in trolley lines in
chief
interests
Company
ing
down in the forties over a large part
He Is Unanimously Proclaimed
Mr. Clark was a
While
Indiana.
Larceny.
of the state. The yellpw fever situaCacique.
was much interand
school
director
tion in both city and state continues
of
When the council had asse mbled,
affairs
21.
William
Dr.
Oct.
in
the
municipal
Mass.,
ested
Boston,
to improve, rapidly. Only one death
in a semi-circlfeeing the? altar Brown, secretary of the North Platte Pittsburg, he was far from being a
sitting
occurred all over Louisiana yesterday. of
Montezuma, it was discovered that Copper Mining and Smelting Company politician. I know Mr. Kennedy and
o
had taken a prominent of Douglas, Wyoming, was arrested in Mr, Torrance so well that I am satisMISSOURI PACIFIC HAS WREGK.
seat. One of the principalies, wh ether this city today on a warrant charging fied neither man would allow anyone
o
in jest or otherwise, nominated
him with being a fugitive from jus- to lose a cent of money on their acBroken Rail Causes Disaster to Pas
for cacique. The council, as- tice from Philadelphia.
Brown was count or on enterprises in which they
senger Train Fully Thirty Peo
sented in the nomination, possibly Indicted in that city October 2d on are interested.
more in spirit of levity than in earnest, a charge of larceny in connection with
pie Injured.
"While Mr. Andrews is interested In
o
when
rose and addi"essed the financial affairs of the company, politics, there is a big fight now on
Fort Scott, Kana., Oct. 21.-J- The
west the council in words of wisdom, and which was incorporated at Douglas in against Penrose and his following, and
bound Missouri Pacific passenger train informing them that he had known of June, 1901. Receivership proceedings anything like the present occurrence
number 40, carrying cars from Kansas this mission for many days, whi ch hart have been instituted in this city, Phil is of course promptly seized by the
City and St. Louis, was wrecked fl
enemies of Mr. Andrews to make pobeen revealed to him by an eagle, ana1 adelphia and Douglas.
miles west of Fort Scott today from a was supposed to be the same
litical capital. The whole business
eagle
broken rail. Fully thirty passengers
If it's worth printing, you will find has been grossly misrepresented, in
were Injured, but no one was killed
my opinion."
(Continued on Page E.:ght.)
It in tin New MetJcan.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, October 2
PROBLEMS OF PROSPERITY THAT tanu;
tons of hay were cut,
MUST BE SOLVED.
baled and sold. Tlieir cattle number
j
President 3,714, an increase of 200 per cent In
At
Atlanta, Georgia,
Roosevelt yesterday administered a four years. There is no reason what
well deserved rebuke to the croakers, ever therefore why these 2,400 Ana
THE NEW MEXICAN
PRINTING
the pessimists, the knockers, who as- ches should not be given the oppor
COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
sert that this nation is iu a bad way tunity by the government to reclaim
because of the great problems that large tracts of land in southern AriEditor confront it and must be solved. Said zona, even if the government must go
MAX. FROST
the President: "If we were a back- to the expense of constructing irrigaPAUL A. F. WALTER,
Manager and Associate Editor ward and stationary country we would tion plants for them and to furnish
not have to face these problems at them with the necessary implements.
PERCY F. KNIGHT,
all; but I think that most of us are People willing and able to work,
and
Treasurer
Secretary
agreed that to be backward and sta-- whether their skin is red or white, are
would be altogether too a blessing to a commonwealth
and
Entered as Second Class Matter at tionary a
to pay for the avoid-- ; their industry should be encouraged
price
heavy
tbe Santa Fe Postofflce.
ance of the problems In question, and rewarded.
There are no labor troubles where
The Albuquerque Journal makes
there is no work to be done by labor.
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
much ado because many of the citizens
$ .25 There are no troubles about corporaDally, per week, ly carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier .... 1.00 tions where the poverty of the com- of this Territory speak Spanish, evi75 munity is such that it is not worth dently trying to intimate therefrom
Dally, per month, by mall
There is that New Mexico is not fit, and therewhile to form corporations.
one
mall
7.50
Daily,
yar by
railroads fore not entitled to separate state4.00 no difficulty in regulating
Dally, six months, by mall
Dally, three months, by mall .... 2.00 where the resources of a region are hood. As a matter of fact, the peo2.00 so few that it does not pay to build ple of native birth in this Territory
,
Weekly, per year
1.00 railroads. There are many excellent who do not understand and cannot
Weekly, six months
75 people who shake their heads over the speak English is decreasing rapidly
Weekly, per quarter
we now and the younger generation speaks
25 difficulties that as a nation
Weekly, per month
have to face; but their meiancholy is English as a rule in their business in!not warranted save In a very partial tercourse. Twenty years from now,
The New Mexican Is tbe oldest
degree, for most of the things of the person in New Mexico unable to
newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent which they complain are the inevit speak and understand English, will be
to every postofflce In the Territory, able accompaniments of the growth rare. This is doing much better than
and has a large and growing circula- and greatness of which we are proud." eastern Pennsylvania, is doing, for intion among the Intelligent and
j
This seems to fit into the remark stance. There people may be found
made by Bismarck, the great German whose ancestors came to America one
people of the Southwest.
statesman, some years ago when he hundred and fifty years ago who still
'said: "God pity the country that has speak Pennsylvania German and must
no strikes for strikes are a sure sign have interpreters in court. This is
UNION(feLAfla,
lot' prosperity.
No laborer will be fool-- ; outside of the large number of Hunto
strike when industry garians, Slavs, and other foreigners
enough
hardy
is languishing and when strong men who form a large per cent of the
must beg for bread."
population in the coal regions and in
ADVERTISE AND BOOST!
the manufacturing centers. All these
Two years ago the management of
need interpreters in the courts and
MANIA.
THE
GAMBLING
Sunniount sent out a little pamphlet
still no one has arisen and argued that
been
have
Mexico
New
of
Citizens
telling of the climate and of the manon account of this fact Pennsylvania
of
of
out
swindled
thousands
lately
ifold attractions of Santa Fe. Yesteris not one of the grandest and best
coma
diamond
tontine
day a visitor arrived from the far east dollars by
states in the Union. The Spanish
Mexican
New
the
which
against
who had received that circular and l,any
It
speaking people of the Territory make
took up his abode in this city. This repeatedly warned its readers.
citizens and that is after all
excellent
and
scheme
a
was
payment
weekly
is but one instance to prove that ad
the
of people in this immediate
prime requisite for a state. While
vertising is like bread cast upon the hundreds
is
it
a
well, and they should be urged,
for
a
week
a
dollar
waters, it is certain to bring returns, vicinity paid
to
acquire the English language yet,
if not at once, then after many days. chance to receive a diamond or its
not bar them from rights
should
it
The
in
postofflce
money
The thousands of pamphlets that have equivalent
frau- and privileges which should be the
the
concern,
declared
department
been distributed at his own expense
and the fact was widely pub birthright of every American citizen.
by Mayor A. R. Gibson and by the dulent
the gaming mani'i has such
but
lished
management of Sunniount are bringhold in New Mexico that peoa
strong
health-seeker- s
a
in
continual
of
stream
Deafness Cannot be Cured
ing
widows and hv Innnl nnnl lent inns, an thpV CftlillOt reach
and tourists. Not all of them ple, including young boys,
on paying a dollar a the diseased portion of the ear. There Is only
go to Sunmount, perhaps, not one out orphans, kept
way to cure deafness, and that is by
some
of them had several one
until
week,
of ten, but all spend some money with
constitutional remedies. Deafness Is caused
in
this
gambling by an inflamed condition of the mucous lin
local business men and all return to hundred dollars
of the Eustachian Tube. When this tube
now
for every In?
wiser
are
scheme.
They
is Inflamed you haye a rumbling sound or
their homes advertising this orality
and when it is entirely
imperfect hearing, the
or invest money to develop its re- CL'lll UilH UUtJU 1USI UUl IL 13 I"
Deafness is
result, and unless the
closed,
in
won't
invest
whether
doubted
they
inflammation can be taken out and this tube
sources. The advertising of Sunniount
restored to its normal condition, hearing will
was not conceived in a narrow spirit the next gambling scheme that conies be
destroyed forever; nine cases out of tun
nothfor
offers
and
something
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
for it gives much space to the attrac- along
dolor a thousand for a hundred
an inflamed cot. dition of the mucous surfaces.
tions, the resources and the climate ing
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
of this part of the Territory and in lars. This spirit is fostered by the case of Deafness (caused by catarrh) that
in the Territory oaunot be oured by Hall's Catarrh Cure
consequence others are reaping the legalized gambling
free.
to the detriment of Send for oiroulars.
works
that
it
and
CHENBY & CO., Toledo, 0.
of
from
the
the
F.J.
harvest
greater part
with Sold by Druggists, 75c.
seed that has been sown. It has set every legitimate business goes
of dollars Take Hall's Family Hills for constipation.
hundreds
The
out
saying.
to
a force in motion that tends
the upwhich were paid into the tontine diabuilding of the city and benefits every
Legal blanks of every description,
mond scheme right here in Santa Fe,
owner
business man and property
and
conforming to the laws of New
dollars that are lost on the
therein. A more local and direct plan like the
are on hand and for sale by
Mexico,
to
pay
of advertising the city has been sug red or green star, really ought
the
Mexican Printing Company.
New
butchers' and dressmakers'
gested by Mr. Gibson and it Is ap- grocery,
comfortable
to
or ought
provide
proved by members of the Board of bills
To draw the Are out of a burn, heal
Trade. That is to advertise the fact homes for people who do not have a
vv.thmii leaving a scar, ortocure
cut
t0
am1ble
that the side trip from Lamy to Santa any and stl" have mone,y
reason
For
sores, tetter, eczema and all skin
tnat
boils,
aione,
away.
gaming
Fe is free to every holder of a ticket
over the Santa Fe to or from California. devices ought to be heavily taxed and and calp diseases, use De Witt's Witch
Hazel Sal ve. A specific forpiles. Get the
A small pamphlet setting forth the at- eventually banished from every
community.
briefof
the city and giving
tractions
gen ui ne. No remedy causes such speedy
relief. Ask for De Witt's the genuine.
ly its main points of interest should
A PARTING SHOT.
be distributed on all Santa Fe trains
Before leaving the Territory, Con- Sold By Ireland's Pharmacy.
at Trinidad and at Albuquerque. This
would no doubt cause many to take 'gressman Tawney and other members
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
advantage of the side trip for the av-- j 01 congress witn His party, once
erage tourist is out to see. and does more expressed themselves favorably by the New Mexican Printing
not like to miss anything that is to the claims of New Mexico and Ari- IMS
thrown free Into the bargain of hlszona tor separate statehood.
trip. Santa Fe cannot be too well expression was made at Las Vegas
SOME SEASONABLE ADVICE.
known for the better it is known the and is the more valuable, because it
It may be a piece of superfluous
tour
two
a
was
made
of
the
after
more people will come, the more peoto urge people at this season of
a minute investigaple will take up their abode here and territories and
the year to lay in a supply of Cham
reof
in
the
Arizona,
what is most important to local bust tion, especially
berlain's Cough Remedy. It is almost
ness men, the more people will spend sources of the Southwest and the
of
timent
its people. Congressman sure to be needed before winter is
here. Advertise and boost, that
saia:
i nave not oniy maae over, and much more prompt and sat
rawney
for
is the best work that can tie done
statement
the
that the next vote of isfactory results are obtained when
a community.
myself and the other Congressmen taken as soon as a cold Is contracted
with me will be Hatisfnotorv tn Avl- - and before it has become settled in the
The wreck on the Denver & Rio
wun tVl atv,nH wn .r,
system, which can only be done by
Grande Railroad yesterday afternoon up but x said also that it would be keeping the remedy at hand. This
witn its saa consquences, was one tnat satisfactory to New Mexico. We found remedy is so widely known and so al
no human foresight could have pre-- , no sentiment for
joint statehood in together good that no one should hesivented and which is liable to occur Arizona, and are satisfied that the tate about buying it In preference to
on the best built arid best managed of New Mexico sentiment is also over
any other. It is for sale by all
railroads. Considering the nature of whelmlngly against it. I do not be
the country traversed by the Denver lieve the joint statehood bill will pass
& Rio Grande Railroad, its record is
the Senate, and I am sure the sent!
If you cannot afford to pay for a
remarkably free from fatal wrecks, ment in the lower House is changing
daily
paper, subscribe for the Weekly
of
acci
compared with the number
rapidly in favor of separate statehood. New Mexican Review and get the
However,
dents on other railroads.
The other members of the party
the accident of yesterday afternoon is were all outspoken in their advocacy cream of the week's doings. It Is a
good paper to send to your friends.
a good argument for exchanging the of
separate statehood. They said that New Mexican Printing Company.
light narrow gauge rails for the heavy the splendid development of both ter
standard gauge rails and supplanting ritories will make It Impossible to
A JUDICIOUS INQUIRY.
the present crooked, heavy grade, with keep them out of the Union for five
A well known traveling man who
a straighter line with easier grades, more years.
which could be accomplished, so enNaturally, these expressions do not visits the drug trade says he has often
gineers have informed the New Mexi- please certain
holders in Al heard druggists inquire of customers
from Fort buquerque but
can, by building a cut-oi- f
they will come as an who asked for a cough medicine,
Garland, Colorado, via Questa, Taos agreeable confirmation of what the whether it was wanted for a child or
and Rinconada and then keeping on New Mexican has said right along.
for an adult, and if for a child they
the east bank of the Rio Grande, comalmost invariably recommend Chaming up the valleys of the Nambe and
In the valleys of the Gila and its berlain's Cough Remedy. The reason
Tesuque into Santa Fe. If that is a
dt
tributary, the San Carlos, In Arizona, for this is that always cures. There
fact, then the sooner such a standard dwell
is
not
least
the
danger in giving it,
about 2,400 Apaches. Many of
is built, the better for
gauge cut-of- f
and
for
colds and croup it is
to
lack
be
idle
are
for
coughs,
them
compelled
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad of
for irriga unsurpassed. For sale by all drug
water
limited
work.
The
Company, the northern part of the tion
prevents any extensive areas be gists.
Territory as well as for the traveling ing placed under cultivation. The govpublic.
ernment has done something for the
Sick headache is caused by a disor
Indians by installing a power pump- dered condition of the stomach and Is
Three conditions are necessary for ing plant and eventually enough wat- quickly cured by Chamberlain's Stom
the success of the Campbell dry soil er will be raised from the underflow ach and Liver Tablets. For sale by
culture: A minimum rainfall, a deep to water sufficient lands for the entire all
druggists.
and fertile soil and seed especially tribe but In the meanwhile the
can
not
One
lem
of
profit-expemethod.
to the
j
giving the idle Indians
to raise vegetation naturally able employment is a vexed one. INSOMNIA AND INDI
GESTION CURED
requiring an abundance of water on Among the farmers of Pennsylvania
I had 'a very severe at
"Last
- the
methyear
are
as
the
The
soil.
Apaches
very
Campbell
regarded
dry, stony
od for its success presupposes an it-- best of laborers on account of their tack of Indigestion. I could not sleep
at nlgbj, and suffered most excruciat
s
telllgent selection of soli and crops, a agility and their strength and
for hard work and a de-- ; ly a large number of Apaches at the ing pains for three hours after each
tailed knowledge of the method of soil Carlisle Indian School find employ-culture- . meal. I was troubled this way for
about three months when I used
Unless a man has met these ment among the farmers of the
Chamberlain's
his
Geronimo
and
Sttmach and Liver
Even
State.
leave
stone
he had better
dry
Tablets, und received immediate re
soil culture alone for his failure and band of Indians at Fort Sill have
will do more harm onstrated that they are hard workers, lief," says John Dixon, Tuilamore, Onof successful dry soil During the spring and summer of this tario, Canada. For sale by all drug
success
than the
year they cultivated 1,100 acres of gists.
farmers can repair.
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Before Mother's
Friend was introduced
which she must pass before she experiences the glory of the maternal state.
This was true before

Mother's
Friend
was introduced, but now tangible evidence in the shape of countless mothers
of advanced years who have used it h
E'
...
..!
tiuilcs ..ua ...
iu giduij
Willi Ciuue
refute the integrity of this statement.
Old or young, the result is the same.
It is simply indispensable during the
parturient state, and absolutely invaluable at the crucial time.
For external massage, easy and
simple to apply, wonderful in its effect,
it surely is a living monument to the
truth of that old adage, " What's in a
name?" We reply, "simply Mother's
Friend." jii.oo, at all druggists. Send
for book, " Motherhood."
It is free.

Bradfleld Regulator Co.,

P ?PP"
rnfolfc--

A handsome Leather Card Case,
Cut out this Ad and send to us with Name
and Address, and we'll send to you as soon as
possible.
Address

MULLEN

BLUETT CLOTHING CO.

&

First

Spring Sts. Los Anqeles, Cal.

&

LARGEST DEALERS IN MEN'S AND BOYS' CLOTHING FURNISHINGS AND HATS. "THE STORE OF QUALITY."

TflE PALACE HOTEL

r.

ATLANTA, OA.

j

American and European Plan. Commodious Sample. Hnnma. Steam
Heated. Electric Lighted. Every Boom a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night . Press the Buttonjwe do the rest.

The older the prospective mother be
the more difficult the ordeal tiuougn

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Com
pany: Code or Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c: Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapt
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 190.1, English
full
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25;
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each;
Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6.50 delivered:
full list school tanks.

One of the Best Hotels in

1

D. &. R. G. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch.
Effective November 7th, 1904.

Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.

Santa Fe,

IvXescico

Otfe--

A. P

"S52"asja.ixigrto:n.

San Francisco Street.

teal

and

liaq
.
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Stations
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11:00a
2:51

p ..34..,
..53..,
..61...
.81...
p .91...

2:11 p
3:00 p
1:02 p

4:32
6:35 p

125...
V,3...
287...

8:30p
3:00 a
4:22 a

..831

7:20

..408

a

L..

.Ar. .Denver
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Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
where good meals are served.

Baskets, Rag, Wax, Featehr and Linen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoises, Garnets and Other Gems.
MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything in Our Line.

These Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
Cliff Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
miles west
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-anc- a
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Grande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the springs.
The temperature of these waters Is
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet. Climate
very dry and delightful the year
round. There is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of invalids
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In tbe world. The efficacy of

A. S.

Basnet,

Traveling Passenger Agent

EAST.
The Santa Fe Central

Pailway Company
connection with the

In

particulars, address

Proprietor.M.

Ojo Callente, Taos County,

E)a

N

Papere.

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINE CIGARS AND CANDY
. .

JACOB WELTMER . .

17 Veara' Experience.

Taltphon
Office

EXCURSIONS RATES

tsse waters has been thoroughly tested by the miraculous cures attested to
In the following diseases: Paralysis,
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption,
Malaria, Brlght's Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all
Femal Complaints, etc., etc. Board,
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1
per week; 50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request. This resort is attractive at all seasons and is open all
winter. Passengers for Ojo Callente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m and
reach Ojo Callente at 4 r- - m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Caliente, $7.40. For further

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Connections.
At Antonlto for Durango, Sllvercon
and intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, Pueblo and
Intermediate points via e Iher the standard gauge line via La Veta Pass or the
narrow gauge via Salida, making the
entire trip in day light and passing
through the FAMOUS ROYAL GORGE
also for all points on Creede branch
S. K. Hooi'KB, G. P. A ,
Denver Colo,

Curios

0J0 CALIEfJTE HOT SPRINGS.

No425

Ar.. 3:30p
auta Fe
.
Lv.. 1:26 p
.Eipanola
" ., 12:26.d
. .Embudo
" .. 11:36 p
..Barranca
.Servllleta.. .. ' .. 10:29 p
"
.. 10:00 I)
.Tret Piedrns.
" .. 810p
.Antouito
" .. 6:4 p
. Alamoia
12:40 p
.Pueblo
.Colo Sprlufi. " .. ll:('7 p
8:31

e

Hpiegelberg.

257

rT Bor tD
Mo. U6, MUi

tie West

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled

Blankets,
CHEAP RATES TO NEW YORK.
The Mexican Central has recently
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Central
to either Vera Cruz or Tampico
thenca.ia the famous Ward Steam
ship Line to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El Paso
The entire trip, covering thousands of
miles, Havana, Cuba, and Its famous
Moro Castle, Newport and a dozen of
the largest cities of the United States,
can be made for $122.50. A more de
lightful trip cannot be planned, as
stop-ove- r
privileges are allowed and
the tlcke are good for one year from
the date of sale. The trip includes the
City of ""exlco, the "Paris of Amer
lea." jurtlier information can be se
A. Dulohery, Com
cured by address"'
mercial Agent, El Paso, Tex., or W.
D. Murdock, Asista-General Passen
ger Agent, City of Mexico.
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at Exchange Stablaa

VAU ARSDELL

a cits and

Baggage

Feed Stable ln Connection.
ENTkANCE OPPOSITE P. WUN8CHMANN

COS OFFICE.

GREAT
ROCK ISLAND SY jriW.

prob-adapte- d

j

1

Excursions rates east.
rates to all
points in the east this
summer call or a "dress
For low

annual-willingnes-

8. B GRIMSEAW,

General Passengei Agent.
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

4

Fresh Flowers all the Time!

Fresh Fruits in Season!

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden
San Miguel Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe. N. M.
Cut Flowers r
"edding Bouquets, Decorations,
Floral Dt ?
lone No. 12, P. O. Box 457.

j

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, October 21

BANK I

THE FIRST RATIONAL
OF SANTA FE.

2

j.

According to Ingalls, and Ingalls was a smart man. You may not altogether agreeher agree with him on this proposition; some people do
you must admlt.that It is a smart man who recognizes Opportunity when thpy meet. The home of Opportunity is now at

Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
Loans
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphic transfers ofmonoy to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the
rate of three per cent per annum, on a six month'- - or year's term.
Liberal advances made on consignments of live stock and products.
The bank executes all orders of Its patrons in the banking line, and
alms to extend to them as liberal treatment in all respects, as Is con- s latent with safety and the principal of sound banking. Safety De- posit boxes for rent. The patronage of the public Is respectfully so- money-transmittin-

Cut-Of-

Willard Town and Improvement Company.
JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
WM. Nl. BERGER, Secretary.

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOU 8 C. BECKER, Treasurer.
1

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBET T, Agent, Estancla, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalles, manager of The John Becker Co. store at Willard has charge of the sale of lots

g

the absence of Mr. Corbett

J
;

'

DOINGS.

BERNALILLO

.account of the. heavy shipments

before the Territorial Supreme Court. Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Office, Capitol Eldg., Santa Fe, N. M. Juan. Santa Fe New Mexico.
N. 8. ROSE.
Law.
:
:
: NEW MEXICO
:

Attorney at
ESTANCIA

EMMETT PATTON,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Box 96.
Roswell, New Mexico.
Office Over Citizen's National Bank.

BENJAMIN M. READ,
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Attorney at Law.
Pr.lace Ave. (District Attorney for Second Judicial

Attorney at Law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Office, Sena Block.

District.)
Practices in the District Courts and
fi the Supreme Court of the Territory,
Attor
also before the United States Supreme
Las Cruces, New 'exlco.
District Attorney for Dona Ana, Court .n Washington.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties, Third Judicial District.
Osteopathy.
WILLIAM

Lumber, Sash, and Doors

--

I. LLEWELLYN,
at Law.

....

A. W. POLLARD,
Attor.. ey at Law.

COAL

DR. CHARLES

New Mexico.
District Attorney, Luna County.

Deming,

Bfl

EDWARD C. WALE,

A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.
No. 103 Palace Avenue,
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or

medicines.
Attorney at Law.
No charge for consultation.
Practices in All the Courts.
m.,
'Phone
p. m.
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents a Hours:
Srecialty."
Architects.
Las Cruces,
New Mexico.

n

2-- 5

& MTENIE

156.

HOLT & HOLT,
A. B. RENiHAN,
Architects and Civil Engineers.
Practices in the Supreme and Dls
Maps and surveys made, buildings
trict Courts. Mining and Land Law a
and
construction work of all kinds
Specialty.. Rooms 8 and 9, Sena Build
and superintended. Office,
planned
Avenue
N.
Palace
M.
Santa Fe.
Ing,
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas,

Undertakers and
Embalmers

CHAS. F. EASLEY,
(Late Surveyor General.)
Attorney at Law.
Santa Fe, - New Mexico.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.

Dttdfow's Office Building.

hone 94.

R. M. NAKE,

Architect and Builder.
Santa Fe,

-

New Mexico

Civil Engineers and Surveyors.

E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney at Law.
CORBETT
COLLINS.
Practices in the District and Su- ....Civil and
Mining Engineers. ....
Courts.
atpreme
Prompt and careful
U. S. Deputy Mineral
Surveyors.
tention given to all business.
ASSAYING.
District Attorney for the Counties of East Side Plaza
Santa Fe. N. M.

m C0R0NAD0 HOTEL

CERRILLOS
& MONERO

Screened Domestic Lump $5.00 Per Ton.
Anthracite All Sizes. Trinidad Smithing.
Kindling. Grate and Cord Wood.

EVERY ROOMiJNEATLY FURNISHED

Short Orders Served a la Carte.
Santa Fe.

but

THE GATEWAY

of
sheep.
A large number of deep wells are
Eastern Capitalists Visit Montezuma
being drilled in the valley now, two
Mine With View to Purchase Joe
fl
Melted.
drilling outfits being kept busy all the
Dovito Company Working.
lime, it seems that the water at a
Special Correspondence New Mexican. greater depth than the first flow,
Is but a few feet from the surBernalillo, Oct. 20. John V. Sulli- which
van, superintendent of the New Mexi- face, will bo more abundant in quanco Fuel and Iron Company's
coal tity and better In quality than now
mines at Hagan, passed through the being used.
city Tuesday morning en route to the
The Original Laxative Otiyili Syrup
mines from Albuquerque where he had
is Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar.
been on business.
Mrs. Gus Olson, of Madrid, spent It expels all cold from the system by
Sunday in Bernalillo on her way home acting as a cathartic on the bowels.
AW, KINDS OP BUILDING MATERIA!,
from Albuquerque.
Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar is
Bernard Dannenbaum went to Albu- a certain, safe and harmless cure for
Cord and Stove Wood Extra Dry, Cut to Fit Your Stove querque
on Monday on business, recolds.croup and whooping cough.
turning Tuesday morning.
CERRILLOS
Delivered to Any
C. V. Eckert, owner of the MonteSold By Ireland's Pharmacy.
Part of the City::: zuma mine near Los Placitas, in the
andHAGAN
La Huertas Canon of the Sandia MounTRANSFER and STOP AGE Wf
tains, took a wagon load of eastern
Evtiylhirg Movable
InlUted Saouritlaa.
one day last week to
"I dou't see why Mr. Stubbs wasn't
capitalists
Office
N
M
nt
and
Yards
Phone 35 Santa Fe.
Branch
Cerrillcs,
the; property with a view to buywilling to lend Willie Porter the $200
The property is said to be a be needed to get that business opporing' it.
good one and it is thought to be one tunity iu Xashway," said Mrs. Comp-toto her husband on her return from
of the lost Spanish mines. If Mr.
Eckert succeeds in selling this prop- the sewing circle. "Everybody was
erty it will pave the way for several talking about it this afternoon, and
enterprises in that section as well as Mrs. Porter feels real hard to Mr
stimulate some other parties who have Stubbs."
'Folks have leat money to Willie
claims near there.
The Joe Dovito Company is doing Porter before this and nevr seen the
some good work in its copper proper color 0' their money again' said Mr.
ty near Los Placitas. The main tun Comptou, "and Mr. Stubbs made his
nel is now in more than 400 feet and money by hard work and saving. He'd
it is expected that the vein will be hate to lose a mite of it."
"Ho wouldn't lose a mite of it," said
cross cut at 470 feet. The company
"Willie's
expects to commence shipments as Mrs. Oinpton indignantly.
been unfortunate, but so have some
soon as the vein is crossed.
Dr. and Mrs. S. C. Clark spent Sat others now and again. Do you recolALL KINDS OF PICTURE .FRAMING.
urday in Albuquerque looting after lect your fancy squash investment?
Well, anyway, this time Willie had exbusiness matters.
A U. S. Geological survey party was cellent security to offer, and he was
to pay back 2 per cent at the
camped in the city the greater part of willing
Day Telepone 35.
end
too."
the week.
"What security?" asked Mr. damn.
Sundays and Nights at Mrs. I. B. Hanna,lRes.ii3. Johnson St. Tel. 149 Victor itollin is having the house
not deigning to rfer to the rate
ton,
on his ranch remodelled and when it
is completed will be as good as new. or interest offered.
"He offered Mr. Stubbs two dozen
Anton Vernlck, who has purchased
and a ladle," said Mrs
the Antonio Montoya rancn, was here silver teaspoons
.
a
"besides
last Saturday looking after matters uompion impressively,
feather boa and a seal plush coat and
He
returned
to
the
ranch.
pertaining
a sewing machine that runs the easiest
to Madrid Sunday morning.
or any In this town. I don't know
Mrs. Mariano Sanchez, of Madrid,
AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN
was the guest of relatives here, this what he could have wanted more than
that, I'm sure."
week.
Bernard Dannenbaum, of Upper
IT WAS LOADED.
Plaza, was appointed a notary public
last week.
Miss Minnie Partridge, of Madrid, Not With Powder and Ball, But With
the Best Coffee Obtainable.
spent Friday, Saturday and Sunday
Meals 25 cents. We have everything in season.
with Dr. Clark and family, returning to
That excellent coffee urn at the Bon
Ton Lunch Counter contains "coffee
camp Monday morning.
South Side of PJaza.
222 San Francisco Street.
The Bernalillo Mercantile Company better than your nnther ever made."
has discontinued its store at Golden, Those who have tried it say it is just
New New
but has enlarged the stock and built delicious, especially when nice, pure
an entire new building and warehouse cream is. served with each cup.
G. I,upe Herrera and Son, Proprietors.

DUDROW

not,

The hustling new town located at the punotion of the Santa Fe Central and the Santa Fe
the new trunk line from Chicago to the Pacific. It is
a natural gateway to all points of the compass; i3 surrounded by a fine grazing country with agricultural possibilities undeveloped; it has good water in
abundance at a depth of thirty-fiv-e
feet below the surface, it is owned by the

Surplus and Undivided Profits $55,000.

(1150,000.

3

OPPORTUNITY KNOCKS BUT ONCE,

The oldest banking Institution in New Mexico. Established In 1870.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
HENRY L. WALDO, Vl"i President. ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Capital

J 905

All

Orders Willi Receive Prompt and Careful Attention.

OFFICE:.. Garfield

Ave., Near A., T. & S. F. Depot..

.Phone

No. 85.

Mexico.

at Thornton.

new mex

John S. Bowen, the Albuquerque
coal dealer, was in Bernalillo a few
days ago, en route to the Hagan coal
mines.
Hon. Pedro Perea, superintendent of
insurance, spent Sunday in town.

EmplQumen Bureau

AND REALTY CO.
Morton

C. Miller, Secretary and

Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.

For Sale at a Bargain a Nice
Six Room Brick Cottage.
MONEY
TO LEND
103

'Phone No.

Palace Avenue.

166.

NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
KOSWKLL.

HBW MEXICO.

THS MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastern

New buildings, all furnishings and equipmentslraodern and comsteam-heateelectric-lighted- .,
all conveniences.
baths, water-workplete;
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8350 per session. Session Is
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
well
ROSWELIlsa noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
to
watered. Sunshine every-daJune.
from September
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M Reed, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
Finlay nd B. A. Cahoon
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLS0N, Supt.
Colleges.

d,

s,

sea-leve- l;

ESTANCIA

NEWS NOTES.

Special Correspondence New Mexican.
Estancla, October, 20, 1905..
The progressive spirit of the, people
of Estancia is still in evidence, and
the growth and improvement of the
town continue at the same rapid gait
thev have been going for the past
vear. Last Saturday evening a board
of trade was organized with a good
membershiD and bright prospects, t.
E. Dunlavy. general manager of the
Dunlavy Mercantile Company, was
elected president and Dr. J. L. Norris,
secretary. With these well known
mm at its head, and the entire popula
tion of the valley to push, this organi
zation is sure to be a great benem to
this community.
With the ereat success of the Tor
rance County fair this fall, which was
the first exhibition given in the new
rnnntv. the nernetuation of the fair
was practically assured. At a meeting
held at the court house a snort ume
ago this question was brought up and
it vim nrao.ricallv a unanimous vote of
"
a large number of citizens present
De
a
nfirmanent
that
organization
Since that time a number
formed.
of people from other parts of the countv have been heard from and tne sup
port of the entire county is guaranteed.
Tt is nrobable that the association win
incorporate and conduct its business
by means of a regular set or omcers
and board of directors thus placing
it on a business basis.
F. E. Dunlavy was a busiaess visitor
at Willard Thursday.
Word was received here this eve
ning that Hugo Goetz, who is em
ployed by the New Mexico Fuel ano
the Antelope
Iron Company, on
Sorings ranch, was seriously injured
this afternoon by getting entangled in
a rope the other end of which was
fast to a wild horse.
A considerable number of extra men
have been employed by tho Santa Fe
Central Company the past three weeks,
both in the shop and on the road on

A "WANT AD" will bring

results.

WANTS
FOR RENT
New Mexican.

A new piano.

Are sure Indications of some form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don'ttake calomel or quinine both are dangerous

Apply
has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you iu good health.
TRY IT
v
5 Do & Bottle.
All Drugslets.

FOR RENT A nicely furnished four
room house. Apply New Mexican office.

FOR SALE One horse, can be used
with saddle or buggy. Apply Carl
Bishop.

TO-DA-

Several pairs FOR SALE AT
and 8 columns, with
metal side and end sticks, complete, at
FOR SALE CHEAP

FISCHER'S

DRUG STORE COMPANY.

of chases, 6, 7

New Mexican office, Santa Fe, N.

M.

The
Short
Line

Comfortable quarters;
WANTED
for young married couple with board '
at moderate rate. Address New Mexi- ;
can Office.
1

WANTED
Trustworthy man to;
d tut rlhii tine
manae--o w hrnnoh nfflp.A and
u
depot for large manufacturer. Salary
to start with, $1,800 first year, and extra commissions and expenses. Applicant must have good references
and $2,000 cash, capital secured. Experience unnecessary. Address Su
perintendent," 21 West Atwater St.,
Detroit, iilch.

1

i

El Paso, Mexico and Southwest

PROFESSIONAL CARDS
ATTORN

EYS-AT-LA-

.

MAX.

Santa Fe,

FROST,

Attorney at
-

-

Law.
-

New Mexico.

HANNA & SPENCER,

Attorneys at
'Phone

66.

Law.
Offices Griffin Block.

THE BEST LINE

Denver, Kansas City, Chicago, ano all
Eastern Points.

The Only Line to California

Q. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor st Law.
W
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases

Fast Time Magnificent Equipment.
for Farther Particulars, Call on
L. C. YOCUJH, Agent,
J. BLACK. G. P. A
Santa Fe, N. JH.
Topcka, Kas.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Satarday, October

FIRST SHOWING

OF
fllew Fall &

SOCIAL AND

PERSONAL)

Miss Nina Otero loft Thursday for
the Pecos, making the trio on horse
back.
William B. Prince left yesterday for
the Prince Sunshine orchard, near

Winter

A fine lot of tender beef on hand during entire week.
Your orders put up and delivered to all parts of the city.
SPECIAI, Attention Given to Telephone Orders. 'PHONE No. 84

Colonel and Mrs. Frost will arrive
from Washington, I). C, Wednesday
evening.
Mrs. R. B. Thomas and daughter returned yesterday to this city from a
visit to Albuquerque.
The Capital City Club will entertain
this evening at a dance in Adams'
Hall, No. 10J Palace Avenue.
The Wallace Reading Clui) met this
afternoon with Miss Staab at her
home, No. 230 Upper Palace Avenue.
Mrs. John R. McFle is confined to
her home in the administration building on Lower Palace Avenue, with a
severe cold.
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf-forreturned this afternoon from Albuquerque where he has been on official business.
Miss May Spitz will leave Tuesday
next for a two months' visit with
friends in Philadelphia,
New York
City and Boston.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott returned today from Aztec, where he attended the fall session of the district
court for San Juan County.
Judge John R. McFie, who has been
holding court for San Juan County at
Aztec, is expected to return to the
city the first of the coming week.
Governor Otero is expected to arrive in the city Wednesday afternoon
from Washington and other eastern
cities where he has been on business.
Monday next Mr. and Mrs. T. P.
Gable and Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Fischer
will entertain at an informal musical
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Fischer.
Miss Elizabeth Harrold, of Amerl-cus- ,
Georgia, after an enjoyable two
weeks as the guest of her cousin,
Mrs. W. R. Dye, left Thursday for her
southern home.
to
E. C. Burke, private secretary
Attorney Geueral George W. Prlch-ard- ,
has, Returned from a lengthy sojourn 'in Pittsburg, Philadelphia and
other eastern cities.
Professor Hiram Hadley, superintendent of public Instruction, returned this evening from Alamogordo,
where he has been for the past few
days on official business.
District Clerk A. M. Bergere arrived
this afternoon from Aztec, where he
has been attending to his duties as
clerk of the First Judicial District
Court for San Juan County.
Dr. M. T. Case, of Attica, Indiana,
who spent a month here for rest and
recreation, left the first, of the week
for Portland, Oregon, where he ex- pects to locate.
Henry Pyreo, of Winnepeg, Manitoba, and Frank Manvllle, of Ashland,
Wisconsin, have engaged cottages at
Sunmount Tent City and will remain
at the resort during the winter.
Mrs. J. J. Dye and daughter, Miss
Mary Dye, who have been the guests
of Mrs. Dye's son, Rev. W. R. Dye and
wife for some time, expect to return
to their home in Waynesboro, Georgia,
the early part of next week. W. W. Corbett, of the civil and min
&
ing engineering firm of Collins
Corbett, who has been in California
on mining business for several weeks,
is expected to return to the city during the latter part of next week.
The pupils of the high school are
preparing to give a series of weekly
entertainments during the winter.
The first one will be held tonight at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. C. F. Eas-leNo. 525 South Galisteo Street.
Mrs. W. F. Sweitzer, of Racine, Wisconsin, is in the city the guest of
her daughter Mrs. M. J. Nagel. This
Is her first visit to New Mexico and
she is delighted with the climate and
scenery. She expects to remain some
time.
Mr, and Mrs. Norman L. King left
the city yesterday morning for Den
ver. Mrs. King will remain in the
Queen City of the Plains for two or
three weeks the guest of friends and
Mr. King will visit at his old home
in Washington, D. C.
The Fifteen Club will hold a picnic
next week, driving to the end of the
Scenic Highway, over the Dalton
L. B. Prince, pres
ident of the Territorial Good Roads'
Association, will accompany the club
as guest of honor.
L. Bradford
Prince
was among the arrivals 011 today's,
noon train from Albuquerque, where
yesterday he delivered a stirring patriotic address before the Lew Wallace Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

sistant superintendent of public instruction, will go to Kansas City next
week for a week's visit with friends.
She will be met there by Mr. Chaves
and both will leave during the following week for a visit in other eastern

For weeks everybody
about this establishment
has been on the jump,
marking and arranging
the large quantity of

FalC! othing
That have been daily

d

pouring mto my store.
I have now ready a

Segaita Wmmt

Of New and Beaotifol

htng in Men's, Boys'
and Children's wear. I
z m specially proud of

MY MEN'S SUIT DISPLAY.
know anything about. It would take miles of talk to
do them Justice. Ccmp re my Suits with any to be
had anywhere

for

workmanship

for

workmanship-garm- ent

for thread. Then comDo this and yoo will boy your Fall a uits
d

garment--threa-

pare prices.
here. You can't help it, yots know.

rEEP

TO

YOU

WA.

Overcoats to keep vou warm
while you wa k ride or travel
The active man's medium weights

walking man's short coats.
conservative man's medium

The
The

lengths.

The fashionable m?n's long coats.
The good friend cn cold nights and

stormy
All

listers.
days Good
Overcoals. It's

sorts of

easy to match my prices; but you
can't match my Overcoats and
prices at the same time. Try it.

JI. SALMON.
WHOLESALE & RETAIL DRY GOODS

San Francisco St.

249-251-2-

TELEPHONE Vo.

TELEPHONE

26.

SAN FRANCISCO

NO. 26.

STREET.

WHITE

Concord Grapes!
HOME GROWN
Raised in the Famous Wielandy Vineyard
Leave Orders NOW! Will Hot last long.
We also have

Late Peaches, Peats, German and French Primes,
& CO.
h S.

WE

The

BEST and CHEAPEST

T

tLj
in

Santa Fe at

The HANNA LIVE STOCK CO.
First Doo West of Cartwnght

Positively

the Greatest Meat

Davis Store,

House in City of Santa Fe

I

'

Mrs. Amado Chaves, wife of the

OF

ALBUQUERQUE

Deposits
We

Pay

$2,000,000.00.
Interest on Term
Deposits.

CORRBSPdNDBNCB INVITED.
D

cities.

as-

'

and Mrs. J. B. Griffith arrived
last evening from Densmoro, Kansas,
and are the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Jefferson Davis at their home on Montezuma Avenue. They will remain
here several days sightseeing after
which they will proceed on their way
to Ix)s Angeles, California, where they
will spend the winter.
The Fifteen Club met last Friday
Mr.

with Mrs. J. E. Wood, Miss Atkinson
The program consisted of
presiding.
autumn quotations from each member; a most excellent paper on Joseph Jefferson by Mrs. Palen and a
well delivered
reading from "Hip

2t, 1905.

Vau Winkle," by Miss Atkinson. The
members then related some experience
since the last meeting of the club In
the spring. The next meeting will be
held with Miss Atkinson at the home
of Mrs. Jacob Weltmer, next Friday,
with Mrs. A. Boyle, In the chair.
Miss Jennie Scott, of Lamed, Kansas, who has been the guest of her
sister, Mrs. L. C. Yocum for some
time, will leave for her home Tuesday next. Miss Scott Is delighted with
Santa Fe and would like to remain
during the winter. She is returning
to continue her study of music at the
Kansas Conservatory.
Walter L. Miller, son of David L.
Miller, custodian of the Capitol, who
has boon for some months employed as
chief engineer of the American Beet
Sugar Company's plant at Lamar, Colorado, has returned to Santa Fe and
will remain here during the winter
looking after the orchard recently purchased by him from J. F. Wielandy.
Wednesday evening at the homo of
her parents, No. 525 South Galisteo
Street, Miss Easley entertained informally at cards in honor of Miss ElizaGeorgia.
beth Harrold of Americus,
Those present were: Miss Elizabeth
the
Harrold of Americus, Georgia;
Misses McKenzie, Dye, Duval, and
Dibert; Messrs. Williams, Ellls.DuVal,
White, Broadhead and Dr. Wheelon.
Rev. and Mrs. W. R. Dye entertained at "500" at their home No. 233 Upper Palace Avenue, on Monday even
ing. Frank Crandall secured the first
prize. Refreshments were served and
all present voted host and hostess roy
al entertainers. Those who enjoyed
the hospitality of the Dye home were
besides the guest of honor, Misses
Spitz, McKenzie, Staab, Brown, Dye
and Messrs. Brodhead, Prince, Crandall, Boyle, Spencer and Dr. Staab.
Harry R. Mitchener, formerly of
Santa Fe, where he had charge of
the New Mexican bindery, but lately
of Albuquerque, was married on Thursday evening at the Duke City to Miss
Clara Louise Saint, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. E. Saint, both well known
in Santa Fe. Rev. A. G. Harrison, rector of St. John's Protestant Episcopal
Church, officiated. Mr. and Mrs. Mitchener, after the ceremony, left on a
wedding trip to Salt Lake City and
other points.
Charles S. Voorhies, civil engineer
of Brooklyn, New York, and family,
were registered today at the Palace.
Mr. Voorhies whose health has been
impaired by close attention to work,
acting upon the advice of his physi
cians wno sain unit ne needed a
change of climate, has come to New
Mexico. He is investigating condi
tions with a view to locating and is
favorably impressed with this section
He expects to visit Arizona and southern California, after which in all prob
ability he will return to the "Sun
shine Territory to make His perma
nent home.

Established

1856.

Incorporated

s e l i g rn n

1903.

BROS

Announce an Exquisite Showing of

DfESS

:

Ap

:

EVEJMIJSIG

WAS
Jiothing Better, Jfothing
HAVE YOU SEEJi

tyre Stylish.

TfjlS PRETTY DISPLAY

Jiew Fall Styles of Course -- First Chance

at

?

Them

Today.

The Lowest Priced House in the City
iot Fine Goods
P.J O. Box 219.

Phone 38.

tiimiHMiiimiiHiim

s

WHY

CO.

1

Staple and Fancy

1

GROCERIES
For Picnics and
Lunches boy
LIBBY, M'NEILL

&

LIBBY

Canned Meaty.
We have a fell
line; also
CHICKENS
alive or dressed.

Country Store Committee Entertained.
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Fischer, Thurs
S. E. Corner
day evening at their handsome home
on North Washington Avenue, enter
tained the members of the committee
who so kindly and efficiently assisted
in carrying on the successful Country
Store at the Elks' Bazaar of All Na
tions. The affair was informal, games
and music being the features of the
occasion. The house was prettily decIN
orated with the "Last Roses of Summer," and other lingering posies. Re- Watches, Clods.
Jewelry
freshments were served and all present spent an enjoyable time.

Plata, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40

H. C. Yontz

MANUFACTURER OF

deader

Mexican Filigree

JEWELRY

ani Hand Paialefl China.

Miss Harrold Quest of Honor at De- Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a
Specialty. Navaho Ruga and
lightful Party.
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
Miss Mary Dye entertained at the
West Side Plaza. Sar ta Fe, N. M.
Sanitarium, Tuesday afternoon from
5
2:30 to
o'clock in honor of Miss
Elizabeth Harrold, of Americus, Georgia. Cards were the feature, "500" being the game which occupied the attention of the guests. The rooms at
the Sanitarium were tastefully decorated with autumn leaves, the score
cards having a pen sketch of a leaf
on one corner. Refreshments appropriate to the season were served after
which the first prize was awarded to
Miss Clara Olsen. Those who participated in this pleasant affair were, besides, the hostess and guest of honor:
Miss Jennie Scott, of Larned, Kansas;
Mrs. G. W. Prlchard, Mrs. A. C. Ireland and the Misses Easley, Spitz, Gibson, Olsen, Morrison, Staab, Powers,
and
McKenzie, DuVal, Proebstel
Brown,

In-

HANNA & SPENCER

NSURANt

Fife, Life, Burglary,
Accident, Health
and Plate Glass

Lew Wallace Chapter of the D. A. R.
Organized.
and Mrs. L. B. Prine,
were visitors in Albuquerque yesterday. Last evening Mrs. Prince, state
regent of New Mexico of the Daughters of the American Revolution, presented to Lew Wallace Chapter, D. A.
GRIFFIN BLOCK
PHONE
R., of Albuquerque, its charter. The
of
ceremony took place at the home
Mrs. Bernard S. Rodey. Says the Al"The occasion
buquerque Journal:
was most interesting and enjoyable
and was attended by many prominent
people. Between fifty and sixty memWholesale and Retail Dealer In
bers and guests were present. In prede- charter
Prince
the
Mrs,
senting
damu m .......
Jlivered a very graceful and appropri
inuiAit buuus & liUKIUSIIItS
ate address which was listened to
with close attention. The charter,
which is now in the possession of the
local Daughters, is beautifully framed
in oak, part of it being composed of
wood from one of the old trees at
Mount Vernon, planted by the hand of
himself. After
George Washington
the singing of 'America' Mrs. L. H.
Chamberlain sang a solo, which was Jtwt Received:
A large assortment of
followed by a most interesting adcards typical of the City of
dress by Judge Ira A. Abbott of the
district court., Judge Abbott, who
the Holy Faith.
comes of revolutionary stock, made a
talk teeming with patriotism, of the
genuine old New England stamp, com
!
mending the mission of the Daugh- - A
.
1t
--l
mm
tit
(
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Call and see them.

'

Uf

Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, October 21,
wrecked Denver & Rio Grande train
yesterday afternoon. Aside from a
CITY
good shaking up they were uninjured
and lelt this afternoon for Estancla
where they have purchased sheep to
J. B. Rodgers, of Denver, was in feed this winter on their ranch near
the city today in the interests of a Monte
Vista, Colorado.
typewriter manufacturing firm.
B. S. Mathlas and W. S. French, of
A boy about lfi years of age can Monte
Vista, Colorado, were in the
have an opportunity to learn a good
city this morning en route to points
business and earn wages while so do- in the southern
part of the Territory
For particulars call at this of- on a
ing.
sheep
trip. They were
purchasing
fice.
on the Denver & Rio Grande
train
George Arnot, wool dealer of Albu- which j was wrecked yesterday after
querque, was a business visitor in noon near Caliente but escaped with
Santa Fe this morning. He left this nothing more serious than a severe
afternoon for points in the Estancia shaking up.
Valley.
W. E. Stone, sheep raiser and wool
Ascencion Chavez and Victor Chav- dealer of Monte Vista, Colorado, was
ez, sheep and wool men of Galisteo, in Santa Fe
yesterday afternoon en
transacted business in Santa Fe this route to Torrance where he will super
morning returning to their home this intend the loading of about 10,000
afternoon.
sheep for shipment to the San Luis
Robert W. Hadden, advertising man- Valley in Colorado, where they will be
ager of the International Magazines fed this winter preparatory to shipAssociation, of New York City, was in ment to eastern markets in the
the city today in the intoresls of the spring.
association.
Seligman Bros. Company has a
W. H. Crane, passed
through the change af advertisement in this issue
Capital City today on his way from of the New Mexican that will especialClarksville, Tennessee, to Los Angcly appeal to the women of the city who
iuh,
amornia, wnere ne will remain like to have their dresses
several months.
and in style. This store has just re'
H. W. Taylor, grocery salesman
ceived an assortment of exquisite defrom Las Vegas, arrived in, the city
signs in dress and evening waists,
last evening and spent this morning than which there are none better, pretdrumming business for a wholesale tier or more stylish. Call and seethe
house he represents.
goods.
L. E. Mann, representing a BaltiThe forecast for New Mexico is genmore, Maryland wholesale
clothing
and Sunhouse, called today on Santa Fe deal- erally fair weather tonight
is fair
forecast
the
Colorado
For
day.
ers In that line in an endeavor to inweather tonight and warmer in the
crease the business of his firm.
south and west portions; fair weather
G. G. Turner, of New York City,
The maximum temperature
Sunday.
who Is on his way to California where
was 56 degrees
he will spend the winter, made the in Santa Fe yesterday
4 o'clock in the afternoon, the miniat
free side trip from Lamy last evening
G
in the mornand spent today in Santa Fe sight- mum was 23 at o'clock
the relative
30
was
and
mean
the
ing,
seeing.
was 47 percent. At f o'clock
humidity
Max Fischer and Carl Fischer of
this morning the temperature was 30
South Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, inIn the near degrees.
tend to come to

TOPICSj

jMINOR

-

j

Lee Longlno near Morlarty, charged
with assault with Intent to kill. Both
men wore taken before Justice of the
Peace William Craig at Estancla and
Torres was bound over for preliminary
hearing in the sum of $200 which was
furnished, and Longlno waived prelim-

inary examination and furnished

$250

bond to await the action of the grand

jury.
At the special meeting of the corporation of Santa Fe Lodge No. 460,
B. P. O. Elks, held at the lodge rooms
last evening, the building of the opera
house was thoroughly discussed, pro
and con, and the building is now an
assured fact. Chairman R. H, Hanna
appointed the following committees:
O. C. Watson, chairman; S. G.
Frank Owen, R. H. Hanna and
Dr. J. A. Massie, on location, to report
as soon as possible. For revision and
s
amendment to
of the corporation, Frank Owen, chairman; Attorney General Prichard, G. Rivenburg,
A. L. Morrison, Jr., and Charles
The corporation then ad
journed until next Friday evening.
Cart-wrigh-

Has-plemat-

YOU WILL ENJOY IT.
grand Sunday dinner will be Ser- ed at the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch
Counter tomorrow. All the delicacies
of the season have been secured. Take
your family there and give them a
treat. They will enjoy it, and it will
please you. Only 25 cents worth 50
cents elsewhere.

of

Kodaks and Photo Supplies

ART

and

$30

a month thereafter, the funds

to be raised by subscriptions oi mer
chants and property owners to whose
special interest it is that tourists and
healthseekers visit the town. Mayor
A. II. Gibson, at his own expense, m
done very much to advertise this city,
feunmount alone, in which, he is heav
ily interested, has sent out thousands
of booklets and circulars, not only adFe
vertising the Tent City but Santa
uie
and
in
general
and its climate
harvest from this advertising is only
becoming apparent and will increase
right along.
.When it is considered tnu at lea&i
iO.OOO
tourists pass Lamy annually, it
will be seen that the proposition promises good results that will ultimately
benefit every resident of the city.
EASTERN STAR ELECTS OFFICERS.

Grand Chapter of New Mexico Today
Session In
Concludes a Two-day'- s
of
Albuquerque.
City
The Grand Chapter, Order of Eastern Star of New Mexico, today con- session at Albucludes a
fol
ouerque. Yesterday afternoon the
lowing officers were elected:
two-day'-

s

Grand Matron Minnie Miller, Al
buquerque.
Grand Patron Dr. J. C Slack, Clay
ton.
Matron Emma
Grand
Associate
Benedict, Las Vegas.
Aaanrlato Grand Patron John E.
Griffith, Socorro.
Grand Secretary Elizabeth Harsch
Albuaueraue.
riranrt TrpHsiirer Mrs. M. B- Reed,
Las Vegas.
aranri Conductress Lena Bolton,
Carlsbad.
Mrs
Associate Grand Conductress
C J. Duncan, Socorro.
,

-

fift

Djwtf
z,uu,uuu
rcopie
that
has

.

food cooked ln the MajestiC(
in its praise. The manufac
the half
said
been
not
turers of this range pledge themselves that all parts of the Majesand ornaments, are made of steel and
tic, except the fire-bomalleable iron, and purchasers are assured that it is as good and as
honest as skilled labor and monev can produce. If the parts now in
malleable iron were (as in other so - called steel ranges), made of cast
iron, the price could be greatly reduced; but the Majestic is rot
maae wun a view to rurnishing extra parts for repairs.

affirm

x

'

For Sale

lg

THE W. B. ID'KEHZIE PHBDWH8E

228 San Franeaco Street

CD

Telephone 14.

STRE

Cutlery" stock is the largest
and best offered in the city.

MILLS
In Stock.
They Stand the

ters' organization in perpetuating the
national spirit of the heroes of America's first great war. After a solo by
Miss Ada Campfleld, the presentation

Coughing

O

I We' carry these

(Continued From Page Four.)

...

OF THE ABOVC 'COUNTRIES.
n
e United States, now enjoy

We Carry the GILLETTE
SAFETY RAZOR.
Our

SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

-

IN ALL

We

TEST OF TIME

-

MAJCmc RANOCI' SOLO

We can offer you specialiuducements in the Wagon Line. We have Farm and
Spring Work,
buy in Car Shipments which enables us to make Close Prices.

A

1

fi

t,

by-law-

of the cha liter was made by Mrs. Mary
Borden, chapter regent, following
which Mrs. Prince delivered the char
ter into the keeping of the new chap
Santa Fe
C. O. Carlson, the contractor, leftj ter. A solo by Mrs. A. G. Harrison
future to spend the winter for their
concluded the program as arranged,
health and may make these parts their
but a number of impromptu speeches
warewill
he
the
large
complete
home.
wjiere
permanent
T7H J
,n
i.
were
J., l 1U!
made afterwards, by
ne is ounamK ior oamuei juit iu rioi
,.ootio- o ,v,w..,u nouse
former Delegate Rodey and Dr.
Prince,
conswill
he
return
his
dodt.
Upon
shoe house of Kansas Cltv. called toW.
who is the only member
J.
Elder,
day on his customers in the Capital tract the brick pavements in front of of the Sons of the Revolution in this
Ave
on
Palace
Thomas
property
City. Mrs. Gale is with him and vis the
ited the points of historical and seen- nue. He also has the contract for lay- - city."
ic interest in and around the Capital ;ing the pavement in front of the An
A GOOD ADVERTISING SCHEME.
drews property on the same street,
City.
all
the
which
will
pavements
complete
John Van Horn, sheep man of
of Palace Avenue to Every Traveler on the Santa Fe to
Rocky Ford, Colorado, was among the on. the southside
Sals.
the
Be Informed of the Free Side
Arroyo
arrivals in the city yesterday afternoon. He left this morning for' his
Trip From Lamy.
Charles R. Huber, of the New Mexihome. He has been in the Estnncia co Mounted Police arrived in the city
Mayor A. R. Gibson, L. B. Prince,
Valley and points along the Rock Is- last evening. He has been in the EsH.
land System purchasing sheep.
tancia Valley on duty and while there president of the Board of Trade,
merchants
B.
other
and
,
Cartwright
W.tB. Manderfleld and J. R. New- arrested Micario Torres, near Progre-sohave devised a plan of informing the
ton were among the passengers on the
charged with horse stealing, and
traveling public over the Santa Fe
system of the fact that the side trip
from Lamy to Santa Fe and return
Hammer blows, steadily applied, break
can be made free on all through tickthe hardest rock. Coughing, day after
ets to and from California and also
day, jars and tears the thrdat and lungs
of the many attractions that Santa
until the healthy tissues give way.
Fe and surroundings offer to the tourAyer's Cherry Pectoral stops the hard
ist and the healthseeker. It is the
coughing, heals the torn membranes.
printing of a small, illustrated folder,
We hare no Mental We publish
J.o. AyerCo.,
the formulas of all our medicines.
setting forth these facts briefly but
Lowell, Hue.
convincingly, and distributing this
folder on all trains of the .Santa Fe
at Trinidad, Colorado, and at Albu
making sure that evquerque,
receives such a
ery passenger
that tnree
believed
is
It
folder.
PICTURES AND FRAMING
will
tourists
four
of
out
every
We mako a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTafter
side
of
the
trip
take advantage
ING and ENLARGING. Mail Orders Given Prompt
being informed that it is really worth
Attention Send for Catalogue.
his while and that it will cost him
re- South
213
Broadway
nothing for passenger fare or for
HOWLAND & CO.
cost
tnis
ol
The
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. checking his baggage.
distribution will be $50 the first month

The Jar

J 905.

So-

The Equitable Life Assurance
diviciety last year paid $6,001,902, in
dends to its policy holders. No other
diviCompany has yet paid as large
dends as the Eauitable; Take your
policy in the Strongest in the World
Mrs, L. A. Harvey, will write you.
Talk with Kanauer he will show
you why you should be Insured ln the

4 Northwestern.

'

"

"

" H

EIGHT INDICTMENTS

RETURNED.

11:00 a. in. on the theme of "Prayer";

U. S. WEATHER

BUREAU NOTES.
Forecast for New Mexico: Generally
Grand Jury for the First Judicial Dis- Crown."
fair tonight and Sunday.
t or Colorado: Fair tonight; warmer
trict Court for San Juan County
In south and west
Finds True Bills.
portions; Sunday fair
weather.
OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Yesterday tbe thermometer regltered
On the sixth dav of the first judicial
as follows: Maximum
temperature, 56
district court for San Juan County,
Plat to Be Filed.
degrees, at 4:00 p. m; minimum, 23
Township
Judge John R. McFie presiding, in sesat 0:00 a. m. The mean
On January 5, 1900, there will be degrees,
sion at Aztec, the grand jury has re placed on file in the federal land of-- temperature for the 24 hours was 30 deRelative humidity. 47 per cent.
turned the following additional ln - fice in this city, the
plat of township grees.
at 6:00 a", m. today. 30
Temperature
dictments:
t) north,
8
range east, and on and after degrees.
sun-Frank iKidson, etal. violation ot
that date land entries for that town-da'aw'
ship will be received. The township
THE BEST OF EVERYTHING
George Salmon, disfiguring a bull, in located directly west of Estancia
Will
be served at the Bon Ton
of
violation
Edward Dodson,
in Torrance
Sunday j and east of Torreon
Lunch Counter tomorrow. The genu
law.
County.
ine articles for seasoning your dinner
Samuel Redinger, violation of Sun-law.
Before
life
insure
talk to your taste are alw ys on the table.
day
you
your
Frank Dodson, violation of Sunday with Kanauer.
'
law.
Lambs Wool Slipper Soles. Miss
C. W. Cameron, larceny of a horse
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
A. Mugler.
Frank Koenig, larceny.
The new marriage license law reFrank Koenig, embezzlement.
quires probate clerks to post three
The Northwestern Mutual of Milcopies of the new law in conaplcuou
waukee stands preeminent among the
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
CHURCH
The New large companies for conservative manplaces ln each precinct.
Cathedral. Nineteenth Sunday after Mexican has printed the law neatly on agement Result
large dividends.
First card board and is now ready to fill or
October 22, 1905.
Pentecost
mass at 0:30 o'clock a. m. Second mass ders in English or Spanish at fifty
at 9:30 a. in., sermon in English. Third cents for each
PREPARED FOR YOU.
poster. Probate clerks
mass at 10:30 a. m sermon in Spanish.
Mr. Conway is prepared to wait on
enter
should
their
orders
immediately
October devotions at 6:30 p. ni.
as the law goes into effect on April 14, you promptly at the Bon Ton Lunch
Church of the Holy Faitb (Episcopal)
Counter tomorrow. You will not have
Palace Ave., Eev. W. R. Dye in charge, 1908.
to
wait a minut but can start eatim
Sunday School at 9:l" a. in. Mornas soon as you fcit down.
AD"
will
11 o'clock.
"WANT
results.
A
sermon
at
bring
with
ing prayer
Evening prayer at s ociock. mono
Complete and select line of Fall and
cordially Invited.
MARKET REPORT.
Winter Millinery at Miss A. Mugler.
Prosbvterian Church. Rev. George F.
Sevier, pastor-S- iif
day school at. 9:4;.
MONEY AND METAL.
Preaching at 11 a. m. Subject: 'Vrayer
Junior Endeavor at 2:30 p. m. Evening
New York. October 21 Money on call, THE G0R0HHDO
BESTHQBHHT.
Y. P. S. C E at 6:45. Treadling, ai nominal, no loans. Prime mercantile
All
are
Crown.
7:45.
"Paul's
Silver
5
cent.
Subject;
62.
paper per
welcome
New York, octooer ai. Lieaa ana
SUNDAY DINNER 25 CENTS
Don
M.
E.
St. John's
Church,
Gaspar copp(,r quet, unchanged.
Spelter higher
Louis, October
MENU.
.
Ht,
SO. 10.
vice at ll:oo o ciock a in.1 Subject of
GRAIN.
Dill Pickles
Lobster Salad
sermon;
"ine Kn trusted j. mom is.
Evening service at 7:45. Theme:
Chicago, III., October 21 Close Wheat
(inference Dec 87); Mav, 87.
Message for the Opening
SOUP.
Year.'' The .Innior League will meet
Corn, Oct. 50M; Dec. 44K.
Chicken a la Mebetair
3
at o'clock.
Oats. Oct. 29; May 29.
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
ROAST.
FE.
IN
SANTA
WORK
CHURCH
Pork,Oct.$16.12M;.Ian.812.4u.
Roast Beef and Juice
Lard, Oct 87 10: Jan. 8.0.77K-Ribs- ,
Roast Chicken with Dressing
Oct. 7 05 j Jan. 80 50.
The people of Santa Fe are rejoiced
and Cranberry Sauce
WOOL MARKET.
to learn that Rev. J. L. Shively has returned to St. John's M. E. Church for
St. Louis, Mo.. October 21. Wool. Is
VEGETABLES.
Another year.
steady and unchanged.
Mashed Potatoes'
2t
Territory and western medium,
Arrangements are under way for the
Baked Squash, Stewed Tomatoes
22
28; fine, 19 ( 31.
beginning of a Sabbath School and 30; fine medium,
STOCK MARKETS.
regular preaching services at SunDESSERT.
New York, October 21 Closing stocks
mount, it. is probable tnat tne locai
Lemon Marin Pie
Apple Pie
pastors will share the pulpit, preach- Atchison, 89&; pfd., 105; New York
Chocolate Ice Cream
144
H;
entral, 150; Pennsylvania,
ing each Sunday afternoon.
The official board of St. John's M. Southern Pacific, 70tf; Union Pacific, Tea.
Coffee.
Ice Tea
90; Amalgamated Coppor,
E. Church will meet in the lecture 133X; U.pfd.,
S Steel. 38X; pfd., 104.
84?';
room of the church on Tuesday even
Q. Lupe Herrera, Proprietor.
LIVE STOCK.
ing next at 7 : HO o'clock. Matters of
October
22, 1905.'
21.
Cattle
Kansas City. Mo., October
importance in connection with the
1,000,
unchanged.
receipts,
church work for the coming confer- j
Native steers, 84.00
86.00; southern
ence year will be given consideration.
84 50; southern cows, PLAZA
steers, 82.50
The Woman's Aid Society of the! 81.75
52.85; native cows and heifers,
First Presbyterian Church met at the $1.75
$4.75; Blockers and feeders,
home of Mrs. Massie on Friday after 82.50 (fti $4.25; bulls, 82.00 (383 00;
$8.50; western steers,
noon. Tne women are very Dusy wun calves, $2.50
We Serve Only Freeh Eggs ,
$2 00
$4.50; western cows
for their annual sale just $2.80

at 7:45 o'clock he will speak

on

"Paul's

y

.

2!;!;

t''

ttZttZl

RESTAURANT

preparations

prior to Thanksgiving day.
The Junior League of St. John's M.
E. Church will resume its meetings
tomorrow, meeting at the church lect
ure room at 3 o'clock.
The Senior Endeavor'topic for Sab- bath evening is "Sacred Songs that
Col. 3:15-17- .
bave.Helped" Eph. 5:15-20- ;
and a
service
It will be a praise
number of the grand hymns that have
stirred men's souls for years will be
sung. C. E. Linney will lead the meeting at the First Presbyterian Church
at 6:45 P. m.
Sabbath school at the several churches of the city meets at 9:45 in the
morning.
Morning services at St. John's M. E.
Church at 11:00, when Rev. J. L. Shively will preach on the subject "The
Entrusted Talents" ; evening services
at 7:45 o'clock and the theme will be
"A Message for the Opening Conference Year.",
At the First Presbyterian Church
Rev. George F. Sevier will preach at

$3 25.'

Sheep receipts, 1.000 nominally steady.
$5.25; lambs, 80 50
Muttons, 84 00
$5 25;
$7.50; range wethers, $4.50
(3 84.75.
fd ewes, $3.50
Chicago, 111., Oct. 21 Cattle receipts,
4,000, steady.
86 40; cows, $2.00
Beeves, 83.40
$4.75; stockers
$4.75; heifers, $2 00
0
and feeders, $2.10
$4.30; Texans,
$4.90.
$4.50; westerns, 83.25
Sheep receipts 20,000, strong.
$5.60; lambs, $6.00
Sheep, $3.40
88 00.

and the Best Heat that the
Market affords. Country
Bntter and Delicious Homemade Bread are Car Spe-

cialties.
SHORT

ORDERS
AT ALL

HOURS

.

To have northwestern dividends
you must have Northwestern policies.
They can be had only of E. G. Kanau
er.
OUR MOTTC:
"Coffee Better Than Your Mother
Ever Made." And we expect to prove
it. Bon Ton Lunch Counter.

Just received new line of wool:
ony, Germantown Persian and
land Floss.

Miss A. Mugler.

The Coffee Served Is the Very Best
Grade of Mocha and Java and
Guaranteed to Please. Pare Cream
Served.

Regular meals

a5

cents.

The Plaza, Catron Block, East side Plaz.
Sax-

Shet-

OTTO RETSCH,
Proprietor.

2 , J 905.

Santa Fe New Mexican, Satatdav, Octofcer

NEW MEXICO
HAPPENINGS
W.

1,.

W

King, of Loveland,

Colorado,
sheep from Las Vegas
about the 2od of this month.
The test artesian well at Alaniogor-dis down about three hundred and
fifty feet and the drill Is in hard clay.
At Las Cruces, Dona Ana County,
this week, Ralph Widner and Mrs.
Kmily Eugenie Moran were married.
The teachers of Otero County will
meet at Alamogordo next Friday. A
good program has been arranged for
the day.
Alexander E. Hill and Miss Esther
Padierna were married this week at
Alamogordo, Otero County, at the
Spanish Methodist Church.
W. M. Gain, of Denver, has purchased 1,300 sheep in San Miguel
County and will ship them ro Colorado
from Wagon Mound on Monday.
The Alamogordo Telephone Company has more telephones In operation on its line in the Otero County
town than ever before in ihe history
of the system.
Guadalupe Aguilar and Miss Leonlra
Tapia, both of San Jose, San Miguel
County, have taken out a license entitling them to be joined in the holy
bonds of matrimony.
J. H. Steen was fined $i0 and costs
in Justice of the Peace Green's court
at Socorro, Socorro county, tnis
week, on the charge of shooting up
the camp at Magdalena.
Miss Mary Alarid and Paul Anaya
this
were married at Albuquerque
week, Justice of the Peace A. J.
the ceremony.
Crawford performing
Both young people live in Santa Fe.
Mrs. Emily Lipsett, who has lived in
Las Vegas for several years, died there
The re
this week of tuberculosis.
mains were taken to the old home at
Goshen, Indiana, accompanied by a
son.
Mrs. Ella Moore, wife of C. W.
Moore, died at her home in Raton,
Colfax County, this week of pneumo
years. Besides the husnia, aged
small
children are left to
four
band,
mourn her loss.
Assurance has been given to the
people of Dayton, Eddy County, by
the officials of the Pecos Valley &
Northeastern Railway that the town
will have a substantial depot and
freight shipping facilities within the
next thirty days.
At a regular quarterly meeting last
week of Roosevelt County
veterans it was decided to defer
action on permanent organization and
election of officers to fill vacancies in
camp Bedford Forrest until the first
Saturday in January, when a full meeting is requested.
Stockyards Foreman George Trout-maof the Santa Fe at Albuquerque,
Is nursing a badly bruised jaw, the result of being kicked by a wild steer
At first
at the yards recently.
is was thought that the jaw bone
was fractured but an examination
showed that the injury was not quite
so serious as that.
will ship

C.OOO

-- La Grippe

lets up
1

when

I

I

(PEItR? DAVIS')
la used. CuretCought, Colds, Pneumonia

I

EL PASO ROUTE

o

for Rheumatism, Cuts,
Sprains, Wounds, Old
Sores, Corns, Bunions,
Galls, Bruises, Contracted Muscles, Lame Back, Stiff Joints,
Frosted Feet, Burns, Scalds, etc.
AN ANTISEPTIC that stops Irritation, subdues Inflammation, and drives out Pain.
PENETRATES the Pores, loosens the Fibrous Tissues,
promotes a free circulation of the Blood, giving the Muscle
natural elasticity.

A Sure Cure

BEST LINIMENT ON EARTH
ONCE TRIED ALWAYS USED

RHEUMATISM

SCIATIC

CURED

Mrs. B. A. Simpson, 500 Craig St., Knoxville,
Tenn . , writes :
have been trying the baths of
Hot Springs, Ark., for sciatic rheumatism, but I
get more relief from Ballard's Snow Liniment
than any medicine or anything I have ever tried.
Inclosed find postoffice order for f 1.00. Send me
large bottle by Southern Express."

"I

25c, 50c AND $1.00

THREE SIZES:

BE SURE YOU GET THE GENUINE

Co.
Ballard Snow Liniment
A.
ST. LOUIS, U. S.

SOLO AND RECOMMENDED BY
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY.

MAXWELL
LAJIDS UJIDE

FAR(IjG

ffilIGATIOJ! SYSTErJ.

These farming lands with perpetual water rights are now being ofPrice of land
fered for sale In tracts of forty ac res and upwards.
with perpetual water rights from ?17 to $25 er acre, according to
location. Payments may be made in ten yco installments. Alfalfa,
grains, fruits of all kinds, and sugar beets grow to perfection.

COLD MINES.

this grant, about forty miles west of Springer, N. M., are the
gold mining districts of Elizabeth town and Baldy, where Important
mineral discoveries have lately been made. Claims on unlocated
ground may be made under the mining regulations of the company,
which are as favorable to the prospector as the TJ. S. Government
On

laws.

Near Raton, N. M., on this grant, are located the coal mines of the
Raton Coal and Coke Company, where employment may be found
at good wages for any wishing to work during the seasons that
fnitmlnff m nKAonAiMnt, inn mrtf

Vtk Oil nnacaf 11

V

HnTlP

For particulars and advertising matter apply to

AXWEIX LAJiD GRAJiT Co

TflE

HATON, NEW MEXICO-

-

LOW RATES! SUPERIOR SERVICE!

m

you
AST?

GOING
'fso

Will

LETTER LIST.

List of letters remaining uncalled
for In the postoffice at Santa Fe, N. M.,
for the week ending October 21, 1905.
If not called for within two weeks will
be sent to the dead letter office at

ONE TRIP via

Washington:
Oowell, Sam.
Citts, Mrs. E. .1.
Duran, Alvina.
Gonzales, Jose.
Garcia, Antonia.
Gonzales, Domingo.
Hamilton, F. R.
Hidalgo, Felipe.
Jones, John O.
Kirn, J. Kellar.
Lester, Mamie.'
Lusero, Ahan.
Lusero, Andrelliita, Montello.
Lucero, Emilio.
McCaw, Raymond H.
McCaw, Raymond H. 2
Mason, W. R.
Powell, Mrs. Robert.
Ramirez, Serapio.
Rendon, Juan D.
Rodriguez, Atanacio.
Romero, Manuel.
Stevenson, Mrs. C. W.
Sandoval, Joaquin.
Willnerson, Robbin.
In calling please say "adverti?ed"
and give the date.
PAUL A. F. WALTER,

convince you of the SUPERIORITY OF

ITS SERVICE.

Standard PuJIman Sleepers,
Tourist Pullman Sleepers.
Free Reclining Chair Cars
High Back Scat Coaches
To Kansas City, and St. Louis Missouri.
THROUGH Tourist Pullman Sleepers to
Chicago Bosnon and points East.

HOTEL

THROUGH

ELEGANT DINING CARS. Meals a la

carte.

Cars equipped with Electric Lights and
Fans.
EVERY CONVENIENCE,

COMFORT

LUXURY.
For further information call on or address
H. B.

'

K00SER,

J. H. GINET, JR.,

and

ONE CERTAINTY.
Some

Santa Fe People Fully Realize
It Now.

When the back aches from kidney ills,
When urinary troubles annoy you,
There's a certain way to find relief;
A sure way to be cured.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do it.
Santa Fe people endorse this claim.
Thomas Baca, miner of Cerrillos
Street says: "I have not the slightest
hesitation in recommending Doan'3
believe
Kidney Pills. I thoroughly
from my experience that anyone trou- w'
bled with an aching back, and most y,
miners are annoyed with that torment- j to
ing affliction, who goes to Ireland's
Pharmacy for Doan's Kidney Pills and
take a course of the treatment will
find his backache cease. I had attacks for about three years, never so
tnat I could not work, but many a time
I would have laid off had I been able
to afford it. Doan's Kidney
Pills
stopped a very serious attack. I am
thoroughly convinced they will prove
as beneficial to others as they did to
me."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-MilburCo., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United

States.

Remember the
take no other.
HO

!

name

Doan's

and

.

1

TAKE
THE.

TRAIN

NEW

&

P. A.,

OYSTERS, HO

1700

L. G.

The first oysters of the season will ft
be found at Conway's Bon Ton Lunch
And ft
Counter, at reasonable prices.
they know how to cook them toj !
No Pill is as pleasant and positive as
DeWitt's Little Early Risers. These
Famous Little1 Pills are so mild and
effective that children, delicate ladies
and weak people enjoy their cleansing
effect, while strong people say they are
the best liver pills sold. Never gripe.
Sold By Ireland's Pharmacy.

FRATERNAL

SOCIETIES

Stout Street, Denver, Colo.

ft
ft

NEW

ft
ft
ft

Mountain Time

E. P.

Leonard,

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A.
communicaM-R-

tion first Monday
each

Gen.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Texas.

Tubner,

Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Texas.

ft
ft
ft

go
23'
SB eas
"VIA
The Old Reliable Route

egular

of

ronth at Masonic

Hall, at 7:30 p. m.

The Santa Fe
FAST TIME ELEGANT EQUIPMENT
--

CLINTON J. CRANDALL, W. M.
ALAN R. McOORD, Secretary.
Santa Fe Chapter, No. 1,
t
R. A.. M. Regular
n second Monday
in each month at Mason
ic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN Secretary.

Ijarvey Serves the ideals

con-vocat-

jbS

,y,Jf

Call on or address the undersigned for

LOW EXCURSION
W.J. BLACK,

RATES EAST

G. P. A.

!

L. C. YOCUM,

Agent
Santa Fe, N. M.

Topeka, Kas.

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1. K. T. Regular conclave

rouru Monday

1..

each

month at Masonic Hall, at
7:30 p. m.
W. B. GRIFFIN, E. C.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

Chast Wagner Furniture Co.
Dealer in

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias. Regular meeting every 1st
and 3d Tuesday evenings at 8 o'clock,
Castle Hall temporarily with Odd Fellows ,San Francisco Street. Visiting
Knights given a cordial and fraternal
welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER, C. C.
J. S. CANDELAJRIO, K. R. S.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.

Furniture.

Outtlerv
Queensware,
Stoves and Ranges,

Household

Goods

Easy

of All

ayment

Tnwure

Kinds Bold oo
.

Buy and Sell all kind of Secondhand

DQflertalting

m Effloaimiog

F'es
iJLz&t

Pi

x.

Mowings

tO OfCfef .

Chai. Wagner Licensed Embalmer

Residence 'Phone No.

Goocu

8an Francisco

Telephone No. io.

8tree.

I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meeets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
Visiting brothers welcome.
FREDERICK MULLER, N. G.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secretary.

WHITE'S CREAM

ORMS

ERMIFUCE!)
Best in Quality.

Most in Quantity.

Wl

For 20 Years Has Led all Worm Remedies.
spared by

OLD BY

V. BALLARD, ftf.
.lAMPftdhttooists.
.XjZj

LnuiA.C

B. P. O. ELKS.

San Francisco Street. Visiting Frat-erwelcome.
Stone, W. B.
H. B. BACA, Fraternal Master.
J. R. Newton, E. S. Mathias,
W. S. French, Monfe Vista, Colo., John DAVID GONZALES, Secretary..
Van Horn, Rocky Ford, Colo.; J M. MAOOIl O. VONTOYA, Treasurer.
Gale and wife, Kansas Oity; F. M.
Ross, Denver; W. H. Davis and wife,
Kansas City; L. J. Thompson, Jr., Cincinnati.
Mail
Ascension Chaves, VicNormandie:
FOR
tor Chaves, Galisteo; B. Horbrooke,
H. B. Oldham, Las Vegas; Juan M. San
New and Second Hand
doval, Kennedy; John Swan, Tampa,
Fla.; Albert Swan, St. Augustine, Fla.;
SAFES AND SCALES
J. J. Murray, San Bernardino, Calif.;
GoldC.
T.
Burns, El Dorado, Kan.;F.
AND SWE MONEY
smith, Denver; Cosme Martinez,
Albuquerque.

s

LOW

To Louisville, Kentucky, Denver, Colorado Springs,

and Pueblo, Colorado. Chicago, Saint Louis, Memphis,
Kansas City, all points North and Cast.

"VIA.

216 California St.,

Sin Francisco,

and 1(0

EL PASOfORTrjEASTERJ
ISLAND SYSTEMS.

LIBERAL RETURN LIMIT

Your Orders

PARCELLS SAFE CO.

lATES

EXCURSIONS.

Man-dervill-

Be-

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

EL PASO, TEX.

.

MASONIC.

J. E. Mann, Baltimore, Md;
FRATERNAL UNION.
B. Rodgers, Denver; G. G. Turner,
New York City; C. S. Vorhles and faSanta Fe Todge, No. 259, Fraternal
mily, Brooklyn, N. Y.; W. M. Crane, Union of America. Regula meetings
Clarkville, Tenn.; W. H. Taylor, Las first and third Mondays In each month
Vegas; George Arnot, R. Eggleston, at 8 o'clock p. m., Odd Fellows Hall

An advertisement In the New
is always effective. Why?
cause It reaches the people.

ft

g

For schedules, rates and other information, call on or address,
R. W. CURTIS,
.

I

Palace:

T. P. A.,

TRAIN.

Leaves El Paso at 6:50 p. in,

Fastest

Schedules-Fine-

st

Equipment

DOUBLE DAILY SERVICE

Dining Cars All the Way - Short Line East.
Por further information call
V. R.

G. W. F.

ft
ft

FAST

T

Southwestern Passenger Agent,

No. 460 B. P. O. E.,
Santa Fe Lod
holds its regular session on the second
Postmaster. and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and wel
come.
O. C. WATSON, E. R.
A. J. FISCHER, Secretary.
ARRIVALS.
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Cheap Ratcs

$25

Mr. Bowser and

25

His Night Trip

SALIFORNIA

I

'

JZTN

Leaves Home.

RIDES

luvui uyoiiv iui iuii iui ii
L. C. YOCUM,

Agent.

ilfirRemingrdn Typewriter lasTslc aqe5t. 3o does he RemingtorOperag
llOvWickoff, Seamans & Benedicr,L327 Broadway. New York.
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1906,

by R. B. McClure.

HE day had been hot, and Mr.
Bowser had wilted his collar'
and grown Irritable as he mop- He
ped at the perspiration.
came home dragging his feet and ready
for a row, but Mrs. Bowser was so
tactful that he could get no opening.
When dinner had been concluded his
irritation had somewhat passed' away,
but presently he said:
"Hang this kind of weather, anyhow!
If it, hadn't been for your objections
we should have been among the mountains or down at the' seashore now."
"You forget, my dear," replied Mrs.
Bowser. "You decided early in June
that you could not leave your business
this year."
"But we might have run out to some
farmhouse for a week."
"Yes, but you showed me figures to
prove that it was just as hot out in the
country on a hot clay as it was in the
city."
"The same old brick and mortar," be
said as he looked up and down the
III

I

!

I

il

'

Mil

ei

,'Scenic Line of the World."

Shortest
West.

"!!!!????!!!!

other lines.

Pullman Sleepers, Dining Cars.
Tourist Cars, Chair Cars
No tiresome delays at, any

station.

For illustrated a ivertising matter or information,

"Tola is BOMBTHINa XiTJUI Vt.
street from the front steps. "The same
hot streets by day the same noises at
night. There is no nature In a city.
Everything is artificial, even to the
trees and grass. If I could get out
somewhere and commune with Nature
for three or four hours It would seem

more like living."
"But you can surely take a flay off."
Mr. Bowser reflected for awhile and
T.
A..
G.
K.
HOOPER,
S,
then suddenly exclaimed:
N. M.
A. S. BARNEY. T.
A.,
"By the horn spoon, but why haven't
I thought of it before?"
"Taking a day off?"
"No; taking a night off. During the
day one is full of business and doesn't
notice It so much, but when night
comes one longs for the peace and
quietness of the country. I have seen
SUNSHINt ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.'
nights in summer when I'd have given
TICKETS $5 to hear the voice of a tree toad."
FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT SERVICE. STEAMSHIP
"Do you mean that you'd like to go
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD
out and stay at some farmhouse overnight?" asked Mrs. Bowser.
"Farmhouse be hanged! I mean that
I'd like to get beyond the sight and
1
sounds of the city and pass the night
I
under a tree. That would be getting
close to nature. One could think and
ponder and reflect. The soft rustle of
the leaves, the chirping of the crickets,'
the low call of the night birds all
these things would touch a responsive
chord in a man's soul. Say, I'm going
to try it on this very night"
rat -- i
"You are so easy to take cold In your
2
30
head, you know."
"Never had a cold in my head in my
life, and you know it., It will be use
less for you to raise any objections."
"I don't want to. If you want to go
out and commune with Nature I don't
see why you shouldn't
What time
will you return?"
"Not till sunrise, anyhow. Think
you'll be afraid to stay alone?"
"Not at all. You had better take
your revolver along. All Is peace and
love out in the country, but a pistol Is
a good thing sometimes."
"I want no weapons. Nature had
nothing to do with the making of deadly weapons. I'll take along half a doz
en cigars, and while you are sweltering
here and being kept awake by whoops.
screams and yells I'll be whispering
with nature under the stars."
An hour later Mr. Bowser started.
He took a suburban street car and
Connections at Torran e, New Mexico, with the El Paso & Southwestern, rode four miles beyond the brick and
and Chicago, Rock sland & Pacific Railways.. At Kennedy, and Santa mortar, and after walking along
country highway for forty rods he
Fe, New Mexico, with the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At found a tree and sat down
to begin the
Railroad.
with
the
Rio
Grande
Fe
Denver
&
Santa
business
of
It was
communing.
Spe lal attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
and the feeling was
moonlight
night
&
Pacific
via
Island
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock
Railway,
one of peace on earth and igood will to
"Torrance, New Mexico.
men. He had brought along; pencil and
Your business respecjtfully solicited.
and as he sat with his back to a
paper,
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
W.H.ANDREWS,
tree he wrote:
President and General Manager. Assistant to President and Gen. Mgr.
"This is something like
I am be
FRANK DIBERT.
yond the rush and roar and wickedness
Assistant Secretary and Treasurer.
of the city, and the change is wonderJ. P. LYNG,
A. L. GRIMSHAW,
ful. Just now I wouldn't strike a man
City Freight and Pasgr. Agt.
Traveling Freight and Passenger Agt. If he called me a liar.
General OffIces:. .Santa Fe, New Mexleo.
"The crickets are singing their cheery

address or apply to

P. and
Denver.
P.
Santa Fe,

Santa Fe Central Railway System
ate
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????

North Bound
Station!.

Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single
Buggies, Surreys, Hacks.

No

Altl

...Sauta Fe.. .Arr
"

7,0110 4,iJ
8.850 4.10
..Doimciana...
"
8,400 3.45
.Vega lilniiea..
.. .Kennedy. .. " 8,050 3.10
" 8.125 2 45
(lark....
" 8.X70I !
.. ..Stanley
. .Morlarty
,. " 8.250 1.20
...Mcintosh... " 8,175 2 45
.. Katanoia.. " 6,140 12 2
1.15
....lllard ... "" 8,125!
8.2in in.45
.. Progresio...
"
!
.... Kianca
8,25 '.25

p
p
p
p Call
p

.

l

p
p
p
p
a
a
9.40 a

.

Arr ...Torrance.. I.ve

up 'Phone No. 9 when (n Mto
of Anythnig In the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished.. Reasonable
Rates.

8.47'

Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., with
the Denver & Rio Grande R. R. for all
points in Colorado, Utah, Idaho, Mon
tana, Washington nd the Great Northwest.
Connecting tt Torrance for all points
east and --.est, with Golden State Llm-- j
ited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullman
berths reserved by wire.
For. rates and information address
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
General Passenger Agent,
JUnta Te N. M
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The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads and
tablets suitable for school work, the
desk and also for lawyers and merchants; good anywhere. We will sell
them at five cents in book form but
will give a discount on quantities.

Apples and
Peach Boxes

GOOD COFFEE.
Try the Bon Ton coffee and you will
nay it cannot be beat. It is the best.

T.W. ROBERTS'
0.

We Cafry Stock ln Santa

tfjg

1
P"-jj

K. BARBER SHOP

Tlirpp

bytheCarorby
the Hundred
i

first Class Barbers.

fl

Write for price

Wi

C.

High Grade Shoe Shiner.
gig
Largest & Best Tubs in City g B

POLLARD, CO..

L.

ESPANOIA, N. M.
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Time as Quick and Rates as Low as by
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The above line represents a break In
Mr. Bowser's notes, caused by two
farmers who came along in a wagon.
When they saw him sitting under a
tree with his hat off and a cigar In his
mouth the team was stopped and one
of them called out:
"You feller there, but what are you
doing?"
"What Is that to you?" demanded
Mr. Bowser as the song of the tree toad
was forgotten In an instant.
"I'll show you what It Is to me! I'm
a constable, and it's my business to
keep an eye out for such fellers as you.
Looking for a chance to rob some henroost, I s'poseV"
"You cuu s'pose any blamed thing
you want to!"
"Mighty sassy, ain't you? Waal,
I'll be back in about an hour, and If
you are here then I'll make it hot for
you."
For the next fifteen minutes Mr.
Bowser was so mad that he paid no attention to tree toads, crickets or rustling leaves, but he finally began to
cooi 0(j an(i wrote:
"I have just heard the song of a
whlppoorwill, and It was not mixed up
with the notes of a hand organ or the
yells of a street peddler. Mrs. Bowser will be sorry she didn't come.
"The lowing of the kine reaches my
ear. I don't know what they want to
low at night for, but. the sounds are
those of pastoral peace. I am an ass
that I haven't spent every night this
summer out here.
"In the bushes not far away a nightingale has just broken into song.
While his notes are beautiful, they are
also sad. There is somehow a dreamy
sadness about them that touches the
heart and reminds one of'.'

1

p

LIVERY STABLE.

I

1904.

This break in Mr. Bowser's notes
was occasioned by two tramps who
were "hoofing" It into town, but stop
ped when they saw him under his tree.
"Hello, cully! What's doin'?" asked

and Quickest Line to Denver, Pueblo and
Springs, and all Colorado Points.
at Denver with All Lines East and

On all thr jugh trains.

with them.
"out!) Hound
"Have Just hoard a tree toad. First
Ml
I've heard In twenty years, and the
sounds carry me back to other days. 11.0020 p oe Lve.
p
The song of the tree toad is an inno
15
18
us p n
i
cent one. i Deneve it would melt tne i n
p 'if
heart of a convict aid make a better
p ii
4 (
man of him. I will write a letter to the fl.H0 p HIn2
p
5S p 8!'
governor tomorrow ind suggest that
4 2
tree toads be introluced Into state 4 .50 pp 81W!
1JH p W
prisons."
H. 10

Camps Under a Tree Only to Be
Disturbed by Tramps and
Routed Out by
Constable.
Copyright,

lp

COUNTRY

INTO

infective Sunday, September II,

1

Get Closer to Nature
on a Hot Evening and

Attempts to

Beginning September 15th and until October 31st
the "Santa Fe" will Sell Tickets U Points in California and intermediates win re present rates are higher for $25.00 Same to points on Phoenix Line.

Santa Fe Central Rail'y

ongs. They seem to r ealize what I am

out here for, and they welcome me. I
don't know whether a cricket has a
soul or not, but I feM In consonance

3

it

"You go on!" shouted Mr. Bowser as
he identified them for what they were.
"Eh, cully? What's de matter wid
you?" was queried as they both drew
nearer. "Say, Jim, de old baldhead is
on to something good and don't want
to let us in on de ground floor."
"By thunder, but didn't I tell you to
go on! shouted Mr. Bowser as be
scrambled up.
"You did, cully, but we are In no
harry about it. Got a couple more
smokers? Why don't ye give us de
glad hand and make us feel to home?"
Alas for the tree toads and whippor- Mr. Bowser
wllls and nightingales!
sailed in. The tramps expected to pick
a fuss with him and win an easy victory, but never were men more mistaken. He had them licked and on the
run within five minutes. They mussed
him up some in return, but he sat
down and lighted another cigar, and if
he had been given half an hour to get
over it the songs of the birds and in
sects might have appealed to his heart
agtdn. Only about ten minutes had
gone by when the constable returned.
He had with him In the wagon six
stout yeomen, and as they all leaped
to the ground the official said:
"Now, then, jou old sheep thief, will
you move on or bo to the county Jail?"
'How dare you ftgpiy such a term to
me! Do you Know wo I am. sir?"
"I don't, and I don't care. Come on,
fellers!"
There was but one thing for Mr.
Bowser to do. He took to hu legs and
struck a 2:40 gait. The six took after
him; but, though he was short and fat,
the tree toads and whlpporwllls were
encouraging him to do his best and
after he bad been run a mile the pursuit was abandoned.
It was 2 o'clock in the morning when
Mrs. Bowser heard soft footsteps on
the sidewalk. They turned In at the
gate and mounted the steps. Some one
unlocked the door. Some one came upstairs. Some one undressed without a
word and moving around on tiptoes,
and some one fell Into bed with a grunt
to turn on his back and say to himself:
"Thank heaven she is asleep, and In
the morning I will lie to her and tell
her I had the best time In my life!"
M. QUAD.

SANTA FE ROUTE
LOCAL

TIME TABLE.
ARRIVE.

1:01

No. 721
No. 72S
No. 725

DEPART.
10 a. m.
4:20 p. m
7:30 p. m.

No. 720
No. 722
,
:
No. 724
No. 720 connects with No. 2

No. 724
bound.

with No.
connects with No.

1
7

west
west

No. 1 stops at all stations.
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lamj.

to Albuquerque to discharge passen
V
gers from Santa Fe.
L. C. YOCUM, Agent.
City ticket office, Catron Block, easi
side Plaza, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
If you want anything on earth
a New Mexican "ad."
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Grocery Telephone
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No. 4.
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TAOS PUEBLO
i

Meat Market Telephone No. 40.

BAIS,

GHOCEHS,

BUTCHERS!
VEGETABLES.

CANNED CORN.

Sweet potatoes, celery and egg
There has been a decided decline
in the price of canned corn. We are plant are now in seasoii and we also
have squash, beets, carrots, etc.
giving our customers the benefit. Wo
offer standard BEATRICE Nebraska
corn at THREE CANS FOR 25 Cent3.
FRESH MEATS.
This is the lowest price for which
We are still cutting the finest of
good sweet corn has ever been sold Government inspected, packing house
in Santa Fe.
killed beef. Nothing else nearly so
FERNDELL corn, packed in Maine, good. Everything in sausages.mutton,
a very fancy quality which has been veal, boiled ham, head cheese, spare
selling at 20 cents we now offer at .15. ribs, etc, Give us a trial.
FISH AND OYSTERS.

NEW JAMS AND JELLIES.
We now have in stock new Califor
nia jams and jellies in one pound
cans which we are selling at ten
cents a can. These are good pure
fruit products and a bargain at the
price.

We are receiving fish and oysters
on each Friday morning for the present. SEALSHIPT oysters only. No
ice, no water, no dirty and unsanitary
wooden bucket comes in contact with
the genuine sealshipt oyster. They
come in enamelled cans, the can surrounded by cracked ice, direct from
the beds to our store.

GRAPES.

MEADOW
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Saturday, October 21 , J905

GOLD.

Mission grapes from Bernalillo and
Do you know Meadow Gold butter?
Call-fori- a
Muscat grapes from southern
It is pasteurized. It is packed in a
are now in good supply and triple wrapper of paper. It is clean
reasonable in price.
and of perfect flavor when packed. Its
cleanliness and flavor are retained
until delivered at your home.
FLOUR.

From Page One.)

(Continued

WE CARRY A FULL STOCK OF

which had carriel Montezuma long
The council was
ago far to the soi
astounded at the evelation and at the
oratory of is My, whom they all
looked upon as sort of demented.
With one accord :.hey proclaimed him
cacique, and thei adjourned to the
open, where from the house tops, the
criers proclaimed the selection of the
new cacique mucl to the iastonishment
of the common people. A celebration
of many days marked the election of
this important officer. A new house
was built for his) caciqueshin; the cacique lands were1 tilled for him, and a
general hunt for the cacique brought
him much meat; the finest strings of
turquoise and shell beads were given
him; he slept on feather robes for the
first time in h!s life; the mothers of
the pueblo vied with one another in
presenting the charms of their daughters, as it now became necessary for
the cacique to select a wife. But this,
as many other things in the life of the
pueblos, was done by the council, and
after many juntas the daughter of a
leading principalie, famed for her
beauty, was chosen and the selection
proved to be a wise one and the home
of the caciqme became a happy one.
From this time on the Pueblo prospered. It grew strong in numbers, defeated their enemies, took many captives, who were made to work the
fields and bear heavy burdens. New
lands were cultivated, and the people
proved to be a
prospered.
wise ruler and cacique.
The Inhabitants Receive Warning of

There has been a lowering of prices
PIPES.
all along the line in flour. We now
nice line of pipes,
a
have
We
very
as
such
brands
sell the best Colorado
in price from fiv cents for a
ranp'ng
at
and
$1.25
Impending Danger.
Puritai
Daisy
Blanca,
corn cob to $5 and $7 for a nieer- o
One day as
grew old, he
per sack.
shaum or gold mounted briar. Par- called the council together in the a
IMPERIAL FLOUR, the best proticularly good showings of genuine
and informed it that he had again,
duced in Kansas now only, per sack, briars at 25 and 35 cents. Briars while on a hunting trip to the mounwith genuine amber bits at .50 and up. tains, met and conversed with the
$1.60.
same eagle which had informed him
that he was to be made cacique some
fifty years ago; that the eagle informNEW
ed him that his people must leave the
home of their fathers or they would
be entirely destroyed by another pestiviolence
lence of
far greater
than the one .which had occurred some
fifty years ago. That they were to
abandon their pueblo and cultivated
fields; that they should wall up the
entrance to the houses so that should
circumstances make it necessary for
Selthem to return in the future, they
would still find their homes. They
A
were to travel in an easterly direction
till they came to a river (now known
to be Rio del Norte) running in a deep
Silcanon on the plain; that a ford .would
be found above the entrance of a
smaller stream, on the opposite feide;
that they should cross at this ford, the
sign of which should be an eagle hov
ering over the opposite bank; from
here they were to continue their rav
els less than two days, when they
would come to a crystal stream rush
ing out of the mountains, and that
there would be a beautiful valley surrounded by mountains on three sides;
that the valley would be rich in fruit;
that the mountains would furnish
game, and the streams supply them
with fish. Here they were to locate
and found a new pueblo which was to
Dealer in New and Second Hand
be called Taos.
The Tribe Leaves Its Home and Jour
neys East to Found the Taos
Pueblo.
There were some in the council who
did not like to leave their homes and
abandon the old pueblo; they scoffed
at the revelation of the caclatie and
western
him of fear of th
accused
HIGHEST CASH PRICES PAID
Indians who annually mae war upon
FOR SECOND HAND GOODS the pueblos just after, the corn harvest. The dissenter? were, however,
All Kinds Pictures & Picture Moldings. in the
minority, ap-- l the order to get
ready for the moving was cried from
Goods the house tops. Ki due time the pueblo
and
set out upon Ks journey to the east,
Sold on Easy Payments.
and in time reached the spot describ
Wm ed to the cacique by the eagle. Here
they settled and founded the pueblo of
Taos. A few of the dissented were left
behind, who upon the approach of the
.A4
western war-lik- e
tribes, also abandon
ed the pueblo and attempted to follow
LIVE
their people, but having no cacique to
guide them, they wandered far to the
south where they are supposed to
Southeast Corner Plaza.
have founded the pueblo of Isleta.
(While this is but traditional we do
Al-ways
know that the Isleta Pueblo Indians
soma 150 miles to the south of Taos,
belong to the family of Tanos, and
speak with a different dialect the same
language.)
TELEPHONE ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTENDED TO.
This is the tradition of the found'PHONE NO. 96.
PROMPT DELIVERY.
ing of Taos Pueblo in northern New
Mexico. It has never been published,
nor is it generally known, as historical matters of the pueblo are kept
The information
among themselves.
herein was obtained from reliable
sources, which cannot be divulged.
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AND DEVELOPERS
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Kodaks
AND KODAK SUPPLIES

Bah-tah-k- o
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JDST

DECORATED
- CHINA Come and Make Your

Full Line of
ection.
Watches, Diamonds, Cut
Glass, Leather Goods.
verware, Novelties.

z

SF

MANUFACTURING JEWELER.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI,

FURNITURE,

Tinsware,
Hardware.
Carpets,
Stoves, Ranges, Etc., Etc.

Queensware,

New

Secondhand

State

jpiisai

n:

KINSELL

All Kinds of

( GOLD'S

STOCK COMPANY.

Fresh Meats
on Hand.

OLD CUR I0STY SHOP

Oldest Established House in the Territory.
We have

just received a large consignment

of Goods from Old Mexico,

DRAWN WORK. ZARAPES, CANES,
NAVAJO BLANKETS,
CHIMALLO BLANKETS,

BASKET WARE,
POTTERY

THE NEW BOOK WITH 24 VIEWS OF SANTA FE
To have and to handle the best of everything in our line
Mail Orders given prompt attention. Trade supplied.

SIGN OF THE ONLY ORIGINAL OLD CART
V

.

ft?

Corner San Francisco Street

230 San Francisco Street

LINE

RECEIVED, FINE

So

1FISCBEK DRUG C

A

Burro Alley.

P0ST0FFICE CASHIER IS SHORT.

DEMURRER

IS OVERRULED.

Judge Ira A. Abbott Makes Decision
in Caledonian Case From
Gallup.
Judge Ira A. Abbott at Albuquerque,
yesterday gave his decision on the demurrer of the San La Fe Railway and
the Colorado, Fuel and Iron Company
to the suit of the. Caledonian Coal
Company' of Gallup, asking $400,000
damages for injury suffered through
alleged stcret rebates given to" the
Fuel Company by tho miltoad company on freight for coal a,ucl mine supplies, and through which ihe Gallup
corporation alleges that it has been
shut out from competition in the
Santa Fe's territory, the Fuel Company being given a monopoly.
Judge Abbott overrules the demurrer and gives the defendant companies
twenty daye in which to file their answer to tiie complaint, the original of
which caused the investigation in New
Mexico by the Interstate Commerce
Commission and furnished the basis
for the famous Santa Fe rebate case.
The effect of the decision overruling
the demurrer will be to bring the case
for trial before Judge Abbott, and to
the
give the Caledonian Company
damages it seeks in the event it can
prove its allegations that the Santa
Fe has violated the Sherman act in
granting secret rebates.

B.

St. Louis, Oct. 21. Francis B. Runder, cashier of the St. Louis postofflce,
was arrested this afternoon, following
the discovery of an alleged shortage
of $9,000 in his accounts.
Immediately after taking Runder into custody the inspectors applied to

Legal blanks of every description,
Pads and scratch tablets, for school
and conforming to the laws of New work and the desk, five cents ia book
Mexico, are on hand and for sale by form; discount on Quantities.
New
the New Mexican Printing Company.
Mexican Printing Company.

INCORPORATED

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Grain. Flour and Potatoes, Stationeiy,
Patent Medicine and Grocers' Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION

Jr

GIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

SANTA FE, N. M.

EADQUARTERS
for Wedding Cards and Announcemnts
the New Mexican.

at

TO HEAR FROM McCLINTOCK.

THE HEW RfEXICflH PHIXTlllfi GOfllPflllY

Committee
Legislative
Investigating
Will Call Him to the Witness
Stand Next Tuesday.

Is the Place For

New York, Oct. 21. It is the present
intention of tl Legislative committee
which is investigating insurance matters to put Emory McClintock on the
witness stand when the committee resumes Its sessions on Tuesday. McClintock is one of the company's actuaries and McCurdy referred to him
several times during his examination.
Whether Hyde will be reached next
week remains doubtful at present.
RECEIVER HAS BEEN APPOINTED.

Mercantile Stationery
Manufacturer Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:

:

:

J

New Mexic

L

For Imperial
Brewing Company of
Kansas City, Which is Said to
Owe $625,000.

Kansas City, Oct. 21. Upon petition
its creditors. B. J. Becker
of Kansas City, was today appointed
receiver for the Imperial Brewing
Company of this city. The comnanv
owes about $025,000. Its debts include
$200,000 of first mortgage bonds. $125.- -

A. M. BERGERE.

VISITiNG CARDS.
Engraved cards' de visite and wedding invitations a specialty at the
New Mexican printing
office.
Any
one standing in need of such willl do
well to call at this office and examine
samples, style of work and prices.

United States District Attorney Dwyer
The New Mexican can do printing
and a warrant charging embezzlement
was issued. It is said that Runder 3qual to that done in any of the large
admitted the alleged shortage but said cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
he did not know what became of the work we turn out. Try our work once

and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turnlnsr out
Subscribe for the New Mexican and every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west.
get all the latest and best news.

M. B. OTERO.

BERGERE

of some of

Runder, of St. Louis, 000 second
mortgage bonds and about
Charged With Embezzlement of
$300,000 in floating debts.
About $9,000.

Francis

Santa Fe, Ji. F."

:

INSURANCE AGENCY COMPANY

Tl

General Agentb for New Mexico of
iHMHHHnMHMHHilHiiHHnHHHMHHi

H Penn Mutual

Life

Insurance

Co.

Of Philadelphia and

Nat onal Surety Company
Of New York.
We Also Represent a Strong Line of

FIRE INSURANCE

COMPANIES

money.

SANTA

tE

:

t

:

:

: NEW MEXICO

